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ABSTRACT

IMPACT ASSESSMENT OF SEA LEVEL RISING (SLR) FOR KARASU
COASTAL AREA USING GEOGRAPHIC INFORMATION SYSTEM (GIS)
MODELING

Eliawa, Ali
PhD in Modeling and Design of Engineering Systems (MODES)
Supervisor: Asst. Prof. Dr.Hakan Tora
Co-Supervisor: Asst. Prof. Dr. Aslı Numanoğlu Genç

Jun 2018,124 pages

Sea Level Rise (SLR) due to global warming is becoming more imperative issue
to coastal zones. In this thesis, an overall analysis has been made to assess the
vulnerability of coastal area in Karasu region in Turkey. Based on predictions of sea
level rise scenarios of 1m, 2m, and 3m, inundation levels were visualized using Digital
Elevation Model (DEM). The eight-side rule algorithm was applied through
Geographic Information System (GIS) by using a high resolution DEM data that are
generated by utilizing eleven 1:5000 scale topographic maps issued by the National
Land Survey of Turkey. The outcomes of GIS-based inundation maps indicate that
1.43 % of the total land area or 0.79 km2, 6.16% of the total area or 3.4 km2 or, and
30.08 % of the total land area or 16.6 km2 are flooded for 1m, 2m, and 3m SLR
scenarios respectively. Risk maps have shown that water bodies and beach areas have
a higher risk for 1 m. scenario and for the 3 m. scenario urban areas, water bodies and
the beach areas have higher risk. From the combined hazard map with vulnerability
data, it is seen that estuarine areas at the west and east of Karasu region have a medium
iv

vulnerability while the inland behind the coastal zone has a low vulnerability. These
results can provide a primary assessment data for Karasu region to the decision makers
to enhance policies and planning of land use.
Keywords: Climate Change; Sea Level Rise; Inundation; Coastal Vulnerability;
Geographic Information System; Digital Elevation Model.
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ÖZ

COĞRAFİ BİLGİ SİSTEMİ (CBS) MODELLEMESİ KULLANILARAK KARASU
KIYI ALANI İÇİN DENİZ SEVİYESİ YÜKSELMESİNİN (DSY) ETKİ
DEĞERLENDİRMESİ

Eliawa, Ali
Mühendislik Sistemlerinin Modellenmesi ve Tasarımı Doktora Programı (MODES)
Danışman: Yrd.Doç.Dr. Dr.Hakan Tora
Eş-Danışman: Yrd.Doç.Dr. Aslı Numanoğlu Genç

Haziran 2018, 124 sayfa

Küresel ısınmaya bağlı olarak Deniz Seviyesi Yükselmesi (DSY), kıyı bölgeleri için
önemli bir konu haline gelmektedir. Bu tez çalışmasında, Türkiye’de Karasu
etrafındaki kıyı bölgelerinin zaafiyetini (kırılganlık) değerlendirmek için kapsamlı bir
analiz yapılmıştır. Deniz seviyesindeki 1 m, 2m, ve 3 m ‘lik deniz seviyesi yükselmesi
senaryo tahminlerine dayanarak, su taşkını seviyeleri Sayısal Yükseklik Modeli (SYD)
kullanılarak görselleştirilmiştir. Sekiz taraflı kural algoritması, yüksek çözünürlüklü
bir SYD verisi kullanılarak Coğrafi Bilgi Sistemi (CBS) aracılığıyla uygulanmıştır.
SYD verileri, Türkiye Ulusal Arazi Etüdü tarafından yayınlanan 11 adet 1: 5000
ölçekli topografik haritalar kullanılarak üretilmiştir. CBS tabanlı su baskını
haritalarının sonuçları sırasıyla 1 m, 2m, ve 3 m ‘lik deniz seviyesi yükselme
senaryoları için toplam arazinin % 1.43'ünün veya 0.79 km2'sinin, % 6.16'sının veya
3.4 km2'sinin ve % 30.08'inin veya 16.6 km2'sinin su altında kaldığını göstermektedir.
Risk haritaları, 1 m’lik senorya için su birikintileri ve plaj alanlarının 3 m’lik senaryo
için ise kentsel alanlar, su kütleleri ve plaj alanlarının daha yüksek risk taşıdığını
göstermektedir. Zaafiyet (kırlganlık) verilileri ile birleştirilmiş afet haritasından,
Karasu bölgesinin batı ve doğusundaki nehir ağzı bölgelerinin orta dereceli bir
vi

zaafiyeti (kırlganlık) olduğu, kıyı bölgelerinin iç kesiminin zayıflığının ise düşük
olduğu görülmektedir. Bu sonuçlar, arazi kullanım politikalarını ve planlamasını
geliştirme yönünde karar vericilere Karasu bölgesi için temel değerlendirme verileri
sağlamaktadır.
Anahtar Kelimeler: İklim Değişikliği; Deniz seviyesi yükselmesi; Su Basması; Kıyı
zaafiyeti; Coğrafik Bilgi Sistemi; Sayısal Yükseklik Modeli.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

1.1

Background

Today more than three billion people depend on coastal and marine
ecosystems for food, building materials, agricultural and recreational areas.
Among the world’s 33 megacities 21 of them are in the coastal zone. The
coastal zone population density is twice as high as the global average,
and around 50% of the world’s human population lives in the coastal zone
within 100 km from the sea [1]. A large proportion of the world's economic
productivity is obtained from coastal areas due to the concentration of
human settlements as well as the containment of many large cities near their
coastline or directly on their shores [2]. These characteristics reflect the
migration towards coastal areas, as well as gross domestic product (GDP)
that override the national mean in numerous countries. Causing the coastal
areas to be more significance as region of settlement which plays an
important role regarding global economic well-being [3].
There are several impacts expected to change global CC in the following decades. Such
as, heat waves increase, sea level rise (SLR), wind –related extremes change (storms
and hurricane), heavy precipitation events increase, and the supplying of precipitation
intensity. [4, 5]. One of the most serious problems is the accelerated sea level rise
(SLR) and its resulting physical impacts on coastal zones. Any rise in the mean sea
level may result in the retreat of unprotected coastlines due to coastal inundation and
erosion. Investigations into SLR since 1971 have revealed that 75% of this
1

phenomenon can be imputed to thermal expansion and glaciers regardless of the icesheets in Antarctica [6].
Thus, they are likely to be exposed to lots of coastal risk, particularly coastal flooding,
which mainly depends on the change of inundation levels, the standard of management
infrastructure and human exposure to flooding. Consequently the people who will be
exposed to inundation risk in a typical year would reach six times and fourteen times
given 0.5 and 1 meter in SLR respectively, together without another changes and the
persons who are displayed by inundating will increase consequently, causing
disruption, economic loss, loss of human activities which provide an important
function [7].
The majority of the regional areas in Turkey exist along the flat coasts, where nearly
33% of the population resides. Additionally, excessive constructions along the coastal
zones combined with incompetent control of coastal artesian springs and tourist resorts
have rendered, directly or not, some coastal areas rather deteriorated. The sea level
along the Turkish coast will probably concur a retreat of its shoreline owing to
occurrences of inundation, erosion and salinization if no immediate defensive
measures are taken [8]. As well as the flat deltaic regions in the north, west, and south,
in particular, are the most vulnerable to sea level rise [9].
The area of this research is Karasu Coast based in Sakarya region of Turkey, located
on the Black Sea. Karasu coastal area is the most responsive land spreading along
southern Black sea shore and is the biggest settlement of the Province. It is crossed by
Sakarya River that reach to 824 km total length, and is named as the third longest river
in Turkey [10]. The Sakarya River is a crucial source of domestic and irrigation water
demonstrating the enormous capability to generate energy and it delivers alluvial
components for farmable areas [11]. Moreover, it brings the sand material that flows
into the black sea, which interacted with the waves as well as tides, thin transported to
the shore, this process is creating natural beach areas and sand dunes that forming
coasts of the Sakarya Delta [12].
Karasu is a maritime transport and merchant centre as well as a popular tourist
destination with the most important resorts on the Western Black Sea, making tourism
one of the primary economic income of the city [11]. It is rarely encountered in the
world with a wide and beautiful sandy beaches. Known as the pearl of the Black Sea,
Karasu is the preferred choice for domestic and foreign tourists with its clean coastline
2

that used as healthy and entertainment tourism, spatially in the summer months. After
completion of Karasu Port, which is still under construction, it is aimed to revitalize
the Karasu economy with the construction of new shipyards in the region that might
be direct many companies to invest in Karasu [13].
Karasu's economy is based on agriculture, animal husbandry, fishing and tourism. The
urbanization density reaches around 35% around the shore of Karasu. The town had
54434 inhabitants, 57% of which are settled in the center. Therefore, a significant
migration increase to the city central sites. As well as the number of people inhabiting
coastal areas did not alter during five year period between 2007 and 2012 [11].
This study aims to pinpoint the potential SLR threat-induced impacts on one of the
exceptionally strategic sites of the coastal regions of Turkey, namely the Karasu area.
In addition, the coastal of Karasu is facing a major erosion problem and storm surge.
These phenomenon have recently reached to the infrastructures of the settlement area
such as: buildings, roads etc. These considered as reason for the increased vulnerability
of the coastline of the study area and thus to faces with the consequences of rising sea
level. It is the researcher's hope that this study will become an important addition to
the literature. Researchers, educators, decision maker and appointed authorities will
find the information within these pages pertinent, as it analyses and advances ongoing
explorations in the field. In the present research, an index was applied to assess the
impact of multiple SLR scenarios and determine the vulnerability as well as undertake
the risk analysis, ranging from 1m SLR, 2m SLR, and 3m SLR by 2205, eight
indicators were used; urban areas, roads, forest, natural vegetation and agricultural
lands, water bodies, sandy beaches, gross domestic product (GDP), and population,
were determined using geographical information system methods with high-resolution
Digital Elevation Model data and Landsat image, all parameters were examined at the
level of Karasu coastal city.
In chapter 2, a literature review survey, which presents the previous studies on climate
change, global and regional Sea Level rise projections and their impacts, as well as the
inundation coastal zones, and an review study on Black sea region, and the study area
(Karasu) containing sea level rise and studies of vulnerability assessment are given.
In chapter 3, defined sea level rise and its projections in the future and vulnerability in
details, including definition of hazard, risk, and the exposure of the indicators
(receptors) are presented.
3

In chapter 4, the data set and the methods used to create them are described in detail.
These data set contains of two type: Digital Elevation Model and Land use data. In
addition, this methodology is offered using the analysis of GIS applications as well as
comparison between hazard map and vulnerability of coastline.
In chapter 5, the location of Karasu - Turkey with its coordinates, and the coastal
characterization detail are presented. The physical, the topographic diversity,
hydrogeology, climate of the study area, and the significance of the study area are
included.
In chapter 6, the results of proposed methodology and its model are presented in two
parts. In the first part the land loss caused by inundation is given and in the second part
the risk impact on the landuse (exposure indicators), as well as the comparison between
the hazard map and the vulnerability of coastline are defined.
The conclusions and future recommendations, which are set based on the results, and
recommendations for future studies are given in Chapter 7.

4

CHAPTER 2

LITERATURE SURVEY

2.1 Causes of Climate Change
World climate has experienced a lot of changes in diverse ways throughout differing
geological aeons. Such alterations took place successively over centuries. However,
the current observed changes in climate depart significantly from the historical
patterns. They are more brutal and rapid and they have a lot to do with the global cycle
of carbon [14]. Currently huge amounts of greenhouse gases (GHGs) and aerosol
substances in the atmosphere have been brought about by human diverse actions
throughout the past and present centuries [15]. The most significant effect of
greenhouse gases is the global warming. In Figure 1 the annual temperatures from 1880
to 2015 are given. The four GHGs that bring about upsurge in world temperature are
carbon dioxide (CO2), methane (CH4), nitrous oxide (N2O), and ozone (O3) [14].

Figure 1 Annual temperature from year 1880 to year 2015 [14]

5

Table 1 presents an estimation of the fluctuations in density of the GHGs in the
atmosphere. A comparison between the atmospheric concentrations of the GHGs in
2010 with those before 1750 clearly shows the immense alterations prompting the rise
in world temperatures [14].

Table 1 Characteristics of GHG and their atmospheric [14]

At present, the growth of carbon dioxide concentration in the atmosphere continues to
increase compared to the typical data of CO2 concentration that observed in the
atmosphere in the last millennium, which is particularly concern, where this
concentration has reached to 360 parts per million by volume (ppm), compared to the
level of pre industry, which reached to 280 ppm. The continued greenhouse gas (GHG)
emissions as a result of human and natural activities will lead to a significant increase
in global warming above normal levels that will promote a rise in atmospheric
temperatures. On the other hand, the extent of such warming critically depends on the
relationship between GHG emissions and concentrations, which is determined by the
global carbon cycle [16].

2.2 Climate Change and Variability Impacts
Hypothetically, a change in climate augurs a surge in severe weather conditions in
terms of time span, recurrence, and extremity. Heat waves, drought, heavy downpours,
severe blizzards and storms accompanied by a significant rise of SL (henceforth, SLR)
[17]. These changes in climate have a direct effect on economy in the sense that such
6

changes tend to disrupt the daily life activities. For instance, hurricanes may have
negative consequences on students' schooling, transportation, business, agriculture,
tourism, and so on. Similarly, tornados and blizzards may suspend activities related to
cultivating and harvesting, power blackouts, traffic-jam chaos, flight delays or
cancellations, which disrupt the daily business life of people and render it rather
difficult. Climate oscillations also have a negative impact on health in that such
changes may lower the rate and quality of production. Certainly, an extreme heat wave
would be a big obstacle for construction workers, and air pollution would prevent
people from practicing their daily jobs and students from going to schools. [18].

2.3 Understanding of Sea Level Change
Coastal, marine, or riverine zones are among some of the most biologically rich and
economically valuable areas on earth. These active stamping grounds are regarded
invaluable territories for human as well as marine habitats for their vital economic and
environmentally rich resources [19]. Two of the major factors that have contributed to
the world-wide mean sea-level rise in the twentieth century are thermal expansion of
oceans and dissolution of glaciers. In fact, investigations into this phenomenon since
1971 have revealed that 75% of this SLR may be imputed to thermal expansion and
glaciers regardless of the ice-sheets in Antarctica. Glaciers in Greenland and Antarctic
have become greater prior to the1990s owing in part to an expansion of outflows
brought about by warming of the contiguous ocean [6].
In consonance with numerical-simulations (NS), it is commonly recognized that the
effect of melt water on the circulation of the ocean can bear significant results on local
SLR [20]. Nevertheless, the quota of dissolved water united with that of the ocean will
probably exceed the present estimations of loss of glacier mass of the coming century.
A more sensible assessment for the disparity of the Greenland glaciers may be that this
new addition of fresh water will bring about an increase of two centimetres in SL,
particularly in the North Atlantic Ocean after a period of 5 decades.[21]. Interestingly
enough, the tide gauge measurements that have been in store as of the19th century
point out that the SLR has increased around 1.7 ± 0.3 mm/year in average as of 1950.
This is particularly true in spite of the fact that the SL mean has almost persevered
stability as of the end of the last retreat of ice sheets, often referred to as the
7

deglaciation period that took place almost 3000 years ago. SLR has been customarily
assessed by altimeter satellites known to be of high-precision since the early 1990s.
As of the in periods among 1993 to 2009, the arithmetic average estimate of SLR, as
shown in Figure 2, has totalled up to 3.3 ± 0.4 mm/year. This is a clear indication of
SLR upsurge. Information amassed throughout the last few years on ocean temperature
reveal a considerable upsurge in the ocean thermal expansion in the course of the last
half of the twentieth century [22]. So far, SLR has been roughly two to four times as
fast than was anticipated in the 2007 IPCC reports [23].

Figure 2 Sea level evaluation over the 20th and 21th centuries [22]

It has been launched in1992, the high-precision satellite altimetry record supplied
global (±66°) SL measurements at a 10-day interval. Figure 3 shows a concurrence
on the 20-year long GMSL trend. Various altimetry information-processing
researchers found out a GMSL rate of 3.2 [2.8 to 3.6] mm yr–1 between 1993 and 2012.
This 1993 GMSL trend, in comparison with the mean rates of those of the twentieth
century, is legitimate. This higher rate is observed in tide as well [6].
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Figure 3 Global mean sea level trend was a long 20 years [6]

The period from 1993 to 2009 and afterwards, the approximated rate of SLR was 3.2
± 0.4 mm year-1 according to information gleaned from the satellite. The world average
SLR was in the vicinity of 210 mm from 1880 to 2009. As of the outset of the altimeter
record in 1993, the world average SLR increased at a rate bordering the uppermost
edge of the SL calculations of the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change’s, Third
and Fourth Assessment Reports [24].
Large population live in the coastal areas, around 21% and 37% of the world's
population were estimated to live within 30 km and 100 km, respectively, of the
coastline. As well as, the population density of the coastal zones is reached to three
times the average of the world's population, and by 2030 it is expected that about 50%
of the world population will live within 100 km of the CZs, it is estimated that the
people who live within 30 Km of the coastal zones are increasing at twice the global
mean, which reflect the migration towards coastal areas, and gross domestic product
(GDP) override the national mean in numerous countries. Causing the coastal areas to
be more significance as region of settlement which plays an important role regarding
global economic well-being [2].
Thus, they are likely to be exposed to lots of coastal risk, particularly coastal flooding,
which mainly depends on the change of flood levels, the standard of flood management
infrastructure and human exposure to flooding, Which means that people who will be
exposed to flood risks in a typical year because of storms would reach six times and
fourteen times given 0.5 and 1 meter in SLR, together without another changes and the
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persons who are displayed by inundating will increase consequently; populations CZs
growth as well as migration around the world. Moreover, the sea level rise will lead to
disruption, economic loss, loss of human activities which provide an important
function. For example, flood protection, waste, nursery areas for fisheries, and
harbours managements. Furthermore, 1 meter of SLR intimidates about half of the
coastal wetlands around the world that are modelled with area of 168,000 km sq.,
besides the worst case of the life loss [7, 25, 26]
Floods are detrimental to the society as well as the environment. Examples of the
aftermaths of floods are numerous. These include damage of crops, max exodus of
people, deterioration of water, spread of diseases, and extinction of wildlife, pollution
of air, in addition to energy and food crises. In addition, sunken areas in coastal cities,
such Mombasa, Lagos, and Mumbai are commonly more at the risk of experiencing
inundations, particularly the areas lacking in poor seepage management. Several cities
that are close to the coast, such as Dhaka, are at risk of coastal as well as riverine storm
upsurges [15].

2.4 Sea Level Change: An Historical Overview

Paleo records concerned with SL during warm spans in the last three million years
pointed out to an increase of 5 meters of global mean SL above current levels, a period
when world-wide temperature was in the range of 2°C more in warmth than during
the pre-industrial era [6]. However, SL was relatively several meters higher throughout
the last interglacial period (i.e., 125,000 years ago) than at present, with consequential
instability detected for peak SL at differing geographical locations. The belief that the
West Antarctic glaciers caved in during the last interglacial era has prompted many
scientist into investigating the dynamics of climate and ice-sheets in that period. The
world-wide eustatic SL reached a peak of 5.5 to 9 meters above current SL, resulting
in smaller glaciers both in Greenland and Antarctica compared to the present icesheets [27].
It is worth noting that at the last glacial period, around 20,000 years ago, the worldwide SL mean was over 120 meters below current levels. It expanded at rates averaging
10 mm per year around 6,000 to 15,000 years ago, 0.5 mm per year throughout the past
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6,000 years, 0.1–0.2 mm per year throughout the past 3,000 years, and 1.0–2.0 mm per
year in the twentieth century [28]
Church and White [24] noted the substantial variation occurring in the rate of
SLR throughout the 20th century. Nevertheless, statistical analysis reveals that there
has been a meaningful velocity as of 1880 and 1900 of 0.009 ± 0.003 mm year-2 and
0.009 ± 0.004 mm year-2, respectively. In keeping with alternate and instrumental data,
the rate of world mean SLR has expanded in the past couple of centuries, indicating a
relative shift from bottom variation rates in the late Holocene age (of the order of tenths
of mm yr–1) to contemporary rates (of the order of mm yr–1). Odds are, the mean rate
was 1.7 [1.5 to 1.9] mm yr–1 in the period from 1901 to 2010 for an overall SLR of
0.19 [0.17 to 0.21] m. This rate was possibly greater between 1993 and 2010, at 3.2
[2.8 to 3.6] mm yr–1. The 1930s and 1950s showed a similar pattern. Apparently, the
world mean SL has undergone acceleration as of the early 1900s, with a magnitude
estimated in the range of 0.000 to 0.013 [–0.002 to 0.019] mm yr–2 [6].
In view of the aforementioned facts, it is safe to say that the Black Sea was a wholly
encircled inland freshwater throughout the last glacial peak (~21000 BP) and
afterwards. The most recent extreme SLR came about in the beginnings of the
Holocene epoch (~7500 BP) at the time when the level of the Black Sea was 60 meters
below current SL. The following global SLR rendered the Black Sea linked all of a
sudden to the Mediterranean Sea via the Dardanelles and the Bosporus Straits, let alone
the fast submergence around the Black Sea coast. Consequently, the shorelines of the
Black sea have undergone huge variations in SL all through the geological past
accounts [29].

2.5 Global Mean SLR: Predictions

It is widely known that coastal regions are controlled by dynamic and intricate physical
mechanisms, such as storm surges and sediment deposition and/or formation.
Unfortunately, such calamities are hardly foreseen even with the recent scientific
inventions. Owing to the tremendous ecological, physical, and socioeconomic
resources both in land and sea, however, the outlook of the future aspects of coastal
regions has remained one of the top-priority concerns on the domestic and regional
levels

[30]. The Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) Fourth
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Assessment Report (AR4) guestimates that the global surface temperatures will hit
higher than 4C◦ at the end of the 21st century (i.e., between 2090–2099) in three of
the Special Report on Emission Scenarios (SRES): A1B, A2 and A1FI. The
temperature topmost limits in these imagined patterns seem to be not over the range of
4.4C◦ (A1B scenario) to 6.4◦C (A1FI scenario). This translates into SLR of topmost
limits ranging between 48 and 59cm as displayed in Figure 4. These models show that
thermal expansion is the major contributor that is responsible for almost 66% of the
rise of SL. Glaciers and small ice caps are the second largest contributors for this rise
of SL [3]. The IPCC guestimates are confined to the global mean value, however, and
do not take into consideration the huge territorial differences brought about by various
developments. Odds are, developments related to gravity associated with land ice mass
changes are viable determinants of territorial differing conditions [21].

Figure 4 A SLR scenarios for 2090 to 2099 [3]

The fast changes seen in Polar Regions indicate that the glaciers react to existing
warming faster than expected. It remains unclear, however, whether these
developments will stabilize or persevere and bring about a limited downfall of the
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glaciers in the future. The behaviour of the ice sheets with respect to SLR for at least
the next few decades remains an enigma, notwithstanding [22].
With the ongoing concern about the huge expansions in the 21st century, the scope of
SLR brought about by climate changes seems to be incalculable. This is mainly
because the behaviour of Greenland and west Antarctica is rather unpredictable. In
keeping with their analysis, Nicholls, et al. [3] point out that a practical assessment of
SLR by 2100 for an increase in temperature of or more than 4◦C is a similar period of
time will have been between 0.5m and 2m. The chance for SLR at the high end is
predicted to be very low, but of incalculable feasibility. Furthermore, statistical
possible values and likelihoods of prospective SLR expressed by the Delphic Monte
Carlo calculations shows that SLR has a 1% probability to surpass 1 m by 2100, a
probability of 3% of a 2 meters rise, and a probability of 1% of a 4 meters rise by 2200
[28]. In case this happened, nonetheless, it was predicted that the result would be
apocalyptic. More than 187 million people (i.e., up to 2.4% of global population)
would run the risk of getting displaced [3].
For the next few decades, the future of SLR will remain bound to the course of
development of the ice sheets. Despite the fact that the IPCC AR4 assessment did not
explain the potent variations of big ice sheets, observations and simple kinematics of
present accelerations of coastal dissolved ice-sheets in Greenland and West Antarctica
indicate that prospective ice-dynamics ridings may propel an increase of around 80 cm
of SLR by 2100 [22].
Presumably, the rate of world SLR mean in the 21st century will surpass the rate
recorded throughout the period from 1971 to 2010 for all RCP scenarios mentioned
above. This may be imputed mainly to accelerated ocean warming coupled with loss
of considerable portions of glaciers and ice sheets. As for the period between 2081 and
2100, compared to that of 1986 to 2005, it is possible that world SLR mean will be in
the 5%–95% scope of process-based standards. This will remit 0.26–0.54 meters for
RCP2.6, 0.32–0.62 meters for RCP4.5, 0.33–0.62 meters for RCP6.0, and 0.45–0.81
meters for RCP8.5. With respect to RCP8.5, the rise is predicted to have been between
0.53 and 0.97 meters by 2100, with a rate of 7–15 mm yr–1 throughout 2081–2100.
Most likely, world mean SLR will persevere over and above 2100, and thermal
expansion to persist for hundreds of years. Long haul SLR is contingent upon
prospective discharges. A handful of the process-based models at hand point out that
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global mean SLR will have been by far short of 1 meter by 2300 for greenhouse gas
densities. These gas concentrations come to a climax and diminish but do not go
beyond an equivalence of 500 ppm CO2- and an equivalence of 700 ppm CO2- for 1-3
meters. When in fact the quantity of ocean thermal expansion amasses with worldwide warming (0.2–0.6 m °C–1), the glacier input becomes less as their magnitude
(presently, an equivalence of 0.43 m SL) recedes. Though it has little credence, the
addition from ice-sheets will probably persist beyond 2100. If warming persists for
thousands of years, it is anticipated that the SL will rise between 1 and 3 meters for
each degree of warming [6].
It is worth mentioning here that accurate assessment of historical SLR along with
explicit representation of global ocean heat absorption in climate models are vital to
determining climate variations in the future and its outcomes. Still, a great deal of
scepticism is looming with respect to the predictions concerning global mean SL
(GSML) for the year of 2100. Therefore, the betterment of measures of GMSL rise and
of estimates of regional variations in will continue to be rather disconcerting [24]. The
North Atlantic Oscillation effect on winter SLs adds a lot to the pre-existing
unpredictability of 0.1– 0.2 m to the projections [23].
Despite the fact that icebergs and glacial masses comprise only a small portion of Earth
water enclosed in glacier ice (<1%) in comparison to the Antarctic and Greenland ice
sheets (>99%) [31], their recession has governed the eustatic SL input in the past
hundred years. Regardless of the signs of increased loss of the ice sheets, it is predicted
that mountain glaciers will probably continue to be an overruling essential of eustatic
SLR for another century [32]. IPCC sets for the twenty-first-century world SL will
build up because of the loss of icebergs and glacial masses, ranging between 0.07 and
0.17m for varied basic ice magnitude calculations and discharge scenarios. This
correlates more or less to 33% of the total predicted SLR [31].
One of the evolving contributions is the tectonic, it often entertains sporadic traits,
though. Any projections grounded on the premise that the moderate additions
constructed from the geology or archaeology-based records dictate accompanying
future changes. Changes in SL caused by climate are an inevitable result in accordance
with forecasts of the climate change itself. Two possibilities that manifest the
minimum and maximum ranges are examined here. The first scenario predicts that the
lowermost limit rating of a world-wide SLR will have been around 180 mm by 2100,
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which involves an increase in Thermal Ocean in addition to additions resulting from
the dissolution of glaciers and icebergs. The scenario here is that carbon dioxide is
predicted to have been twice as great as the pre-industrial concentration by 2100.
Second, given that world-wide warming and SLR fluctuations are extremely
correlative, the application of a linear paradigm for the 21st century that gives
substantially superior predictions than the guestimates provided by the IPCC will yield
an upper limit estimate of 1400 mm. This outcome, as shown in Table 2 is taken up
only to be delineative of some of the highest rates that have been put forward [33].
Another scenario that has been widely criticized is the alleged ‘commitment to SLR.'
It claims that SLs will endure expansion for many centuries to come owing to the long
ocean timespans as well as to the big size of glaciers albeit the climate is
instantaneously stabilized [34].

Table 2 Sea level rise scenarios for global impacts in the year 2100 [33]

Model simulations put forward that there may be fluctuations in the regional dispersion
of SL with respect to the global mean, let alone the predicted accelerations in worldwide SL mean over the 21st century [35]. Odds are, a considerable expansion of SL
extremes may have occurred by 2050 and 2100. This expansion, for the most part, will
be the outcome of a surge in mean SL. Particular occurrences of SL extremes may have
been registered depending on volume in specific regions by the end of the 21st century.
Still, predictions about disturbances of the atmosphere and the concomitant storm
surges in a specific region remain far from settled. However, it is quite reasonable to
believe that the mean significant wave height per annum will be greater in the Southern
Ocean by virtue of the intensity of wind speed [6].
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2.6 Regional Sea Level Change Projections
Generally speaking, the impact of ocean circulation along with regional changes in
ocean density and atmospheric pressure render local SL and global-means different.
This is referred to as the ‘inverted barometer’ effect. Predictions of climate models for
the 21st century indicate that the wide-ranging spatial pattern will remain susceptible
to alterations as long as the world mean SL varies. This equation will have a substantial
consequence on local SLR [35].
According to SL projections, SL variation is generally regarded consistent with no
exceptions. Nonetheless, proximate regional SLR change can considerably depart from
the world-wide mean. The present geographic charts of the twenty-first century
delineating local estimates of variation in SLR estimates are grounded on replication
of an aggregate of two climate models for three discharge scenarios adopting the IPCC
SRES scenarios A1B, A2 and B1. Moreover, the same model simulations were
manipulated for their assessments of global mean SLR with the objective of
highlighting the value of rising SL changes in warming climates. Generally, the input
of ice floes together with the small glaciers to local variation of SL is assessed with a
glacial mass archetype founded on a volume-area approach. The resultant rising SL
mass mean shows that inundation areas may undergo rising SL variations that digress
to a large extent from the global mean. With respect to A1B aggregate, local rising SL
value change may be from -3.91 to 0.79 m, with a global mean of 0.47 m. Despite the
fact that the rising SL breadth is different, the spatial patterns seem to be analogous for
all the discharge scenarios discussed above. As far as individual locations are
concerned, a standard deviation for the composite additions of roughly 10 cm is
registered, irrespective of emission scenarios [21].
As the case may be, variations in SL will probably persevere a solid territorial setup in
the 21st century and beyond. Some regions will most likely experience substantial
deviations from the global mean variation with respect to local as well as regional SL
change. In other words, the rates of regional SL variation brought about by climate
changeability over decades may be at variance with the global average rate,
approaching 100% more than that of the global average [6]. For instance, in Europe,
regional influences may render the SLR up to 50% higher than global guestimates [23].
By the end of the 21st century, it is expected that over around 95% of the world ocean
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will have experienced territorial SLR. On the other hand, regions experiencing a SL
decrease will have been positioned in the vicinity of present and past glacial masses
and icebergs. Moreover, it is predicted that around 70% of the global sea costs will
undergo a variation in SLR not over than 20% of the change in world mean SL [6].
In keeping with the multi-model mean, SLR from glacial mass loss together with a
huge addition coming from ice-mountains in Arctic Canada, Alaska and Antarctica
will have increased from 0.124 to 0.037 m by 2100. However, the overall glacier
volume will have been decreased by 21-6%. Some regions, nevertheless, are predicted
to suffer a loss up to 75% of their current ice mass, an occurrence that may have grave
repercussions on not only regional hydrology but also on water availability [31]

2.7 The Variations between Local SL and Global Average
Some of the most widely recognized phenomena responsible for region-specific
variations of ocean currents, and hence, fluctuations in SL are: the addition of
dissolved ice, inconsistent surface winds, let alone the increase of warming ocean
water. Furthermore, previous and current alterations of land ice have a huge effect on
the make-up and the gravitational field of the Earth in the sense that such alterations
bring about regional changes in SL. Tectonics and sediment compaction, moreover,
are two region-bound processes that have an enormous effect on fluctuations of sealevel. Variations in SL with respect to earth surface may also be brought about by the
vertical unrest of the surface of the sea and/or land on any coast. Put differently, an
expansion in sea surface height or a reduction in land altitude may very well stimulate
a local rise. SL fluctuations may also over short periods of time be governed by the
force of tides and storms, let alone the variabilities related to climate, such as El Niño.
Finally, SL variations may be brought about by earthquakes and landslides, such as
avalanches and mudslides, which in turn may propel alterations in land height and, on
some occasions, overwhelming flows, viz., and tsunamis. The main reason for SL
fluctuations in most areas over longer periods of time, decades or even centuries, may
be climate variations coupled with successions of volume alterations of ocean water
and land ice. That is, during these periods of time, multitudinous developments may
induce upright motions of the land surface, leading to considerable fluctuations in
proximate SLs [6].
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2.8 Sea Level Rise for Mediterranean Sea
In an attempt to develop predictions related to climate changes for the Mediterranean
region, the Mediterranean Environment (CIRCE) EU project has proposed a set of a
paired model. According to this model, considerable climate alterations in the
Mediterranean area may take place in the future. In other words, in an A1B emission
scenario, an estimable warming ranging between approximately 1.5°C in winter and
roughly 2°C in summer in the 2021-2050 period in comparison to the time period
between 1961 and1990 is projected. By the same token, a substantial decline in
precipitation of around 5% may influence the region as well. These alterations may be
more serious locally. The surface total heat loss is expected to decline during that
period, bringing about unsteady decrease in temperature of the Mediterranean Sea by
the atmosphere. The water budget, by contrast, will most likely expand in the coming
few decades, which may induce the Mediterranean Sea to suffer loss of water through
its surface more than in previous times. Finally, in keeping with the CIRCE
predictions, the climate change may bring about a mean steric SLR in the range of +7
and +12 cm in the period between 2021 and 2050 compared to that of the period of
reference of 1961-1990 [36].
In the face of the accumulating evidence that global and regional SL incurred a
noticeable rise throughout the past few decades coupled with extensive anthropic
pressing demand on coastal areas in the Mediterranean Sea has raised a lot of concerns.
Utilizing information obtained from tide gauge records and satellite altimetry, a
plethora of studies have related a rate of world-wide SLR in the range of 1.5 mm per
year to more than 2.0 mm a year throughout the 20th century. Per the 4th IPCC
statement, a total rate of 1.8 ± 0.5 mm a year of SL increase was mentioned for the
period between 1961 and 2003. The highest rate of 3.1 ± 0.7 mm per annum was
reported for the ten-year period of 1993 – 2003. Given that the Mediterranean Sea is
characterized by being a basin that is somewhat closed and united with the Atlantic
Ocean solely via the Strait of Gibraltar, SL trends that are calculated inside the inland
sea tend to be different from the global SL trends. Usually, SL is calculated by the
amount of the steric effect on account of fluctuations weight as well as mass-induced
additions. Scale assessments worldwide report that approximately half of SL increase
is owed to the steric essentials. Likewise, it has been estimated that the steric effect
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accounts for 55% to 75% of the overall SLR in the Mediterranean Sea, with a clear
dominance of the thermostat essentials. Interestingly, subsequent scenario simulations
indicate that the average of steric SL over the whole basin may rise around 2 to 7 cm
in 50 years, taking the bounding lines of the Atlantic into consideration [37].
The average of sea level change in the Mediterranean sea is around 2mm/yr in
convention which is estimated globally, but it is deferent everywhere. The change is
small in the west of Mediterranean Sea and about 0.4mm/yr, while it is higher in
eastern Mediterranean Sea to reach about 9mm/yr and 11 mm/yr respectively [38].
Some experts project that in 2100, a global sea level change in the order of 40cm,
whereas, others project a rise far in abundance of 1 meter. It was predicted by the year
2080 that the global SLR will be 44cm, most of the people under the risk who live in
coastal areas, particularly the southern Mediterranean [39]. Recently, it is illustrated
that the dynamic instability of the Mediterranean coastal line happened in the
geological and historical times. Also neither the rise of sea level is not so much the
cause nor climate change. However, originally the lithospheric subsidence is led by
local tectonics and considerably exacerbated by local human induced factors [40].
In consideration of the fact that 22 countries occupy an area of ~46,000 km of
populated coasts, the socioeconomic and political repercussions of the increasing risk
of flooding make it imperative for the Mediterranean countries to seriously consider
long-term scenarios of SL change, and thus, rethink their coastal planning. Lowelevation coastal zones (LECZs) stretch largely over the Mediterranean basin, and are
vulnerable to mother-nature calamities such as floods, which may have immediate or
subsequent consequences on the coastal communities. Some heavily populated areas
on the Mediterranean are LECZs. For instance, one third (27 millions) of the people of
Egypt settle in LECZs of the Nile Delta. In Tunisia, around 2.2 million people also live
in LECZs. Figure 5 shows that the volume of SLR in the LECZs scenarios, MIN50
and MAX50, from 2040 to 2050 in the Mediterranean Basin may pretty well be close
to 9.8 and 25.6 cm, and ground dissolving essentials may surpass the steric addition.
Estimates of tide gauges of the Mediterranean indicate that by 2050 the SL fluctuation
rate will have become ~ 1.6 times larger compared to the rates detected in the distant
future. Both facing the Aegean Sea, Izmir and Thessaloniki are expected to face
extreme scenarios. Similarly, the rate of SLR in Alexandria, a heavily populated city
(more than 2.2 million people) is projected to be in the vicinity of 8.5 and 24.1 cm for
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scenarios MIN50 and MAX50, accordingly [41]. The valuations point out,
furthermore, that SL is on the rise rating between 1.8 and 4.9 mm per year, with an
average of 3mm per annum. The relative SL shows a rising trend owing to land
subsidence and eustatic or world-wide changes in SL. This will have grave
consequences on what is called social vulnerability evident in sectors, viz., housing
and roads, population and health, agriculture, water resources and irrigation, and
energy, let alone tourism [42].

Figure 5 Combined impact of SLR projected by 2040–2050 [41]
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2.9 Sea Level Rise for Black Sea
That the Black Sea is surrounded by six countries: Bulgaria, Georgia, Romania,
Turkey, Ukraine, and Russia is widely known (Figure 6). Beaches indices of these
countries contain 1228 beaches, with an overall longitude of shoreline of 2042 km
spreading over 224 km2. Most of these beaches are said to have a diameter of 61%,
with a max width reaching less than 50 m. The fact that only 47% of all beaches exhibit
coastal defence systems points out to prior serious problems related to beach erosion
[43]. At a global scale, most of the observed coastal attrition is imputed to the fact that
the low-level coasts established on wobbly sediments come to be among the coastal
setup components that are most susceptible to erosion [44]. The fact that beaches are
exceptionally susceptible to environmental variations, such as occurrences of SLR,
they are considered to be both sensitive and crucial essentials of the coastal systems as
they serve as inestimable coastal environmental and economic wherewithal [45]

Figure 6 Countries of Black Sea [29]
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Utilizing monthly satellite altimetry data set, scientists are working on examining the
current SL alterations in the Black Sea through data set gleaned from the everyday
information at 3249 altimetry grid points. The changes are determined according to the
least squares method. Scientists detected a mean rate of 3.19 ± 0.81 mm/year of SLR
over the Black Sea. This bearing is in sync with the disclosed global median.
Apparently, the mean SL of the Black Sea expanded between 1993 and 2014. Figure
7 delineates SL fluctuations during that period and shows that the period between 1990
and 1998 SLR had experienced acceleration in the range of 27 ± 2.5 mm /year [29].

Figure 7 Black sea levels obtained from satellite data [29]

In keeping with the decennial tide gauge registers, mean SLR was detected at around
0.55±1.0 mm yr−1 for the Mediterranean Sea. Similarly, a mean SLR in the range of
2.2±2.5 mm yr−1 was keyed out for the Black Sea. As for the Aegean Sea, a mean
SLR in the vicinity 0.62±1.0 mm yr−1 for is described. It was also identified that the
greater SLR in the Black Sea evidenced by the tide gauge readings the higher the
susceptibility of its coastlines to world climate fluctuations will be [28].
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The median SLR in the Black Sea was around 2.5-2.8mm per annum throughout the
past 85 years. As of the beginning of 1949, approximately around 3.5-4.5mm per
annum of SLR was described along the northern Black Sea shorelines. Besides the
effect of variations occurring in the surface freshwater flow (P-E), around 0.5
mm/year, there were additions from fluctuations in river overflow and surface
pressure. Additionally, the increase in SL over the long haul in the Black Sea was also
down to the decline in the adjacent land (0.7–1.1 mm per annum). This calls to mind
that around 66% of the SLR in the last century was because of a hike in the water mass
[8].
Along the Black Sea coastline, there are also Coastal areas below 20 m altitude as
ascertained by topographic and bathymetric gleaned data. A lay out for these areas in
accordance to their size shows that Russia, Ukraine, Romania, Georgia, Turkey, and
Bulgaria, accordingly appear to be in jeopardy. It appears that the top priority predicted
looming scourges in the Black Sea coast may be related to coastal eroding and
saltwater encroachment [29].

2.10 The Impacts of SLR on Coastal Zones
The beginnings of the 1980s have been marked by a noticeable rise of angst regarding
global warming driven by human actions. SLR and its repercussions on the coastal
regions have been at the heart of this angst [3]. The most burdensome disquiet evolved
around the issue of fast SLR (>1-m/century), which would surpass the abilities of
coastal communities to react, and hence may bring about huge wastages and propels
an extensive coastal ebb [34]. With the growing number of people in coastal areas, the
impacts of the concerns expressed above are gaining an alarming momentum. So far
as possible, around 600 million people are guesstimated to be residing not beyond 10m
of SL today. These dwellers are increasing faster than elsewhere in the globe. Various
inhabited deltaic regions and cities near coastal zones are endangered by limited hikes
in SL. The fact that some people do live in such places renders those people more
susceptible to hikes in SL reaching periodically 1m. It follows that the breadth of global
upturn of SL throughout and probably past the 21th century, is of high concern [3]. It
is a truism that SLs are on the increase now and will most likely hold firmly,
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greenhouse gas discharges are controlled and their atmospheric density steadfast
notwithstanding [24].
Interestingly, DEM-based predictions indicate that some countries may suffer from a
land loss of around 1 m of the high water norm: 1,700 km2 for Poland, 2165 km2 for
the Netherlands, 13,900 km2 for Germany, 18,600 km2 for Nigeria, 25,000 km2 for
Bangladesh, 35,000 km2 for China, and 35,700 km2 for the United States of
America (USA). Also, it was estimated that a loss of capital value will be incurred,
ranging from 186,000 million United States Dollar (USD) in the Netherlands to 7,500
million USD in Germany, totalling up to 1,990 USD [28].
SLR has short-term and long-term environmental effects. The former type refers to
over-flowing and over-flooding of coastal land, never mind saltwater emplacement of
surface waters. The latter type refers to the coastal adjustments to the new conditions.
This includes extended decomposition and saltwater infiltration into ground water.
Unless they have adequate residuum supply to make even with SLR, oceanic swamps
such as salt-marshes and mangrove shrubs may decline as well. Subsequently, these
environmental after-effects considerably imping, immediately as well as subsequently,
on the socioeconomic front, creating staggeringly unfavourable consequences. Despite
the fact that fluctuations in climate brought about by SLR are far-reaching, coastal
variations remain closely associated with analogous (or local) SLR [22]. However,
relative SL seems to be accelerating faster than trends caused by the climate on
slumping coasts, which renders the effects of SLR brought about by variations of the
climate hard to understand throughout the 20th century [46]. In so many areas around
the globe, inclusive of most fluvial deltas (e.g., the Ganges- Brahmaputra, Mekong,
and Changjiang deltas), the activities that humans carry out are rendering subsidence
on accessible coasts much worse. One of the most striking subsidence impacts have
been brought about by seepage and ground water withdrawal. Throughout the 20th
century, coasts have declined as far as 2 m in Bangkok, 3 m in Shanghai, and 5 m in
Tokyo. To ward off submersion or continual inundations or both, these areas now all
count on well-built inundation protection and water treatment groundwork [22].
Cost of damages brought about by SLR are not equivalently cut up over the world.
Figure 8 displays the turnover between two alternative scenarios alienating the max
difference for the overall SLR- induced damage cost across all regions. A close look
into the figure above reveals that the dispersion of cost-induced damages for the two
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scenarios is dissimilar, and that some regions incur the lion's share, particularly
Europe, South and East Asia, and North America. This implies that it is of paramount
importance that preventive measures be taken up regardless of how big or small the
SLR may happen to be. [34].

Figure 8 Highest and lowest damage costs of SLR for 1 m by 2100 [34]

2.11 GIS as a Coastal Management Tool
Determination of the probable land loss by inundating analysis is based on
Geographical Information System ‘GIS’ technical approaches which use several sea
level rise scenarios. In the CZ applications, Geographic Information System GIS is
widely used as a supporting tool that brings in information homogenization and
integration in-to a geodatabase, in order to entry data, create thematic cartography, and
implement structural and geostatistical analysis [47]. The particular amount of all the
relevant input data is collected, then compiled in-to the database, converted in-to more
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suitable units of information and, in the end, introduced in-to a more formal and
flexible information system. in the analysis and integration of the indices is used to
determine the coastal vulnerability aspects, which create maps to represent the coastal
risks [48].
The coastal zone contains unique natural resources crucial for biological and economic
productivity. Additionally, it is a subject to the impacts of both human‐induced and
natural long - term and short ‐ term changes. Investigations of the seaside situations
around the globe keep on benefitting significantly from late improvements in GIS
programming and applications and remote detecting technology (Remote Sensing RS)
[49]. However, Remote sensing is considered among the most and best effective tools
used to obtain the natural resource maps with high accuracy and rapidly, as well as
used into coastal Vulnerability Assessment and adaption [50]. Imperative issues in
coastal science and administration are shoreline change, erosion/accretion patterns,
sea‐level rise, storms, waves and evaluations of seaside defencelessness. The
accompanying paper features the use of geospatial data and ways forward to address
one of these issues, which is sea level rise phenomena and its impacts. To respond to
the threat of global sea‐level upward trend and climate modifications, scientists and
managers are exploring a new analytical procedure that uses GIS techniques, namely
coastal vulnerability assessments [49, 51, 52]. The vulnerability assessment process
includes dividing the length of the coastline into uniform fragments and ranking each
fragment’s value for a series of vulnerability indicators. In the future GIS and remote
sensing applications in coastal studies will gain considerably from widely accessible
elevation data with risen vertical accuracy and the development of more refined coastal
vulnerability indicators. The accuracy of coastal elevation data is to be within
centimetres in order for sea‐level rise inundation models to foresee flooding and other
impacts. Simple and quite precise GIS application for SLR analyses seems to be used
by growing number of scientists all around the world for georeferencing their samples
and to represent data. Moreover, the researchers are integrating social and economic
data sets such as roads, industrial sites and constructions with their collected data,
which might assist coastal managers and urban planners to come up with the smarter
solutions [53].
There are several factors that immediately effect and increase the consequences of sea
level rise, such as the level of local sea rise, the intersection between this phenomenon
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and other risks of climate change, the ability of geomorphological structures to respond
to SLR, Direct impact of sea level rise and coastal risk on population properties and
social system, And the capability of the societies and their system to respond and adapt
to meet this impacts, Which will depend on more than one factor, including the
availability of material and human resources, adequate information on the potential
expansion of coastal hazards, and the availability of technology and their expenses in
order to assist in adaption [2], all of these impact factors will demand multidisciplinary
research by developing several models in order to protect the people and the social
economy from the damage of degradation of the coastal environment [54]. Therefore,
and because of the urgent need to integrate all of these information that related to the
coastal environment and its management, Geographic Information System (GIS)
seems to be the most appropriate and best tool to deal with this type of tasks. As it has
the ability to deal with dynamic processes in terms of space and time also the factors,
which handling their behaviour to give the best results of the analysis of scenarios, as
well as the assessment and management of the effects of coastal environments properly
[55]. GIS has capability to create sea level rise scenarios and allow users and
researchers to analyse and display the results of these scenarios, and give them a good
opportunity to contribute to resolving the impacts of rising water levels, and identify
the risks, which might be exposed the communities and their property, through assess
the impact and mitigation strategies and adaptation [56].

2.12 Significance of the Study

Several studies concerned with effects brought about by SLR on the CZs in Turkey
have pinpointed different potential scenarios. However, these scenarios remain limited
in scope and nature as they focus on the impacts but give little attention to responsive
measures. Therefore, projective scenarios related to SLR assessment of the potential
impacts on the everyday life of people in large cities bordering the coast on the Black
Sea and Istanbul in particular are of great importance. Of no less importance are
industries related to agriculture and tourism in the areas adjacent to the Aegean and
Mediterranean, never mind the fishing industry.
Turkey enjoys a sort of diversified coast embodying various geomorphological and
socioeconomic bearings. For instance, the Black Sea region is crowded with people
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thriving on fishing and agriculture live in cramped coastal strips [9]. Therefore, the
advocacy of preparation policies that take into consideration geomorphological as well
as socio-economic particulars is critical to address potential climate-induced threats
for the coastal regions of Turkey. In other words, it is of paramount importance that a
coastal susceptibility assessment of potential SLR-induced hazards in Turkey be given
serious attention. Without doubt, CZ management planning for sustainable
development along with resource distribution policies pinpointing refitting alternatives
for looming obstacles is at the heart of the would-be inevitable endeavour. This study
is but one reflection of the aforesaid concerns. It draws on and derives support from
previous researchers concerned with coastal zone SLR-induced threats in Turkey.
Taking into consideration CZ preparation and resource distribution policies, this study
aims to pinpoint the potential SLR threat-induced impacts on one of the exceptionally
strategic sites of the coastal regions of Turkey, namely the Karasu area. In addition,
the coastal of Karasu is faced a major erosion problem, this phenomenon has recently
reached to the infrastructures of the settlement area such as: buildings, roads etc., [57].
This considers as reason for the increased vulnerability of the coastline and thus to
faces with the consequences of rising sea level. It is the researcher's hope that this study
will become an important addition to the literature. Researchers, educators, and
appointed authorities will find the information within these pages pertinent, as it
analyses and advances ongoing explorations in the field. In the present research, an
index was applied to assess the impact of multiple SLR scenarios and determine the
vulnerability as well as undertake the risk analysis, ranging from 1 to 3 m SLR, we
have used 8 indicators: urban areas, roads, forest, natural vegetation and agricultural
lands, water bodies, sandy beaches, GDP, and population, were determined using
methods with high-resolution DEM, topographic maps, Landsat image and censuses.
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CHAPTER 3

SEA LEVEL RISE AND VULNERABILITY

A large proportion of the world's economic productivity is obtained from coastal areas
due to the concentration of human settlements as well as the containment of many large
cities near their coastline or directly on their shores. Trends towards urbanization are
probably increasing the population densities in lowlands of coastal zones [2]. Due to
the rise in the magnitude of the sea level brought about by the climate, the aftermaths
will be easier to notice, particularly in specific coastal zones that entertain low altitudes
leading to disruption, economic loss, and loss of human activities [22] . Numerous
analysis have calculated the vulnerability of coastal zones to sea level rise which create
maps to represent the coastal risks [48]. The assessment presented for Karasu coastal
area will evaluate future vulnerability during the inundation period, land cover loss and
counting of interaction for receptor systems.

3.1 Sea-Level Rise, Coastal Inundation, and Storm Surge
In the face of the rising density of urban populations in coastal areas and within coastal
zones that entertain low altitude, SLR is believed to be one of the major adjustments
in urban climate change hazards [15]. Inundations or floods in urban areas are
occasionally imputed to inadequate urbanization preparation and planning. In view of
the fact that even uninhabited areas on earth are suffering from recurring floods, it is
legitimate to speculate that the upsurge in recurrences of floods is concomitant with a
noticeable increase of enormous precipitation occurrences. Floods are detrimental to
the society as well as the environment. Floods damage crops, deteriorate water, spread
diseases, and may extinct wildlife in addition to energy and food crises. In Figure 9 the
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proximate number of flood mishaps in different continents as of 1950 along with the
progressive time period between 2010 and 2015 are given. [14].

Figure 9 Increasing trend of floods around the world [14]

The cities that are most susceptible to risks from increased inundations are those that
have large-scale seaport facilities and extensive industries, viz., energy-related and
petro-chemical ones [58]. A study conducted by Hanson, et al. [59] has shown that
cities having large-scale huge seaports will be defenceless against coastal inundations
by the 2070s. The study concludes that a rise of 0.5 m in SL may threaten people’s
lives more than three times as much and properties more than 10 times as much. The
top twenty cities singled out for both population and property vulnerability to coastal
inundations for the present and the 2070s rankings, covering low, middle, and highincome nations, with particular attention given to Asian deltaic regions include:
Alexandria, Bangkok, Dhaka Guangzhou, Hai Phong, Ho Chi Minh, Kolkata, Miami
city, Mumbai, New York, Osaka-Kobe, Shanghai, Tianjin, and Tokyo. Moreover, the
study makes known that the number of people impaired and the count of hazardous
events are really on the rise all over the continents, Asia, Africa, Europe, America,
and Oceania. This is a clear indication that climate-induced hydrologic risks are
strikingly increasing. Furthermore, it is not surprising that developing countries are far
more susceptible to such hydrologic-induced hazards [15].
Considering the greenhouse gas scenarios, the expected rise in SL for the 21st century
seems to be rather distressing both for humankind and environment. In like manner,
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the coastal population is also expected to rise, intensifying the influence of SL increase
on people as well as on estates. On top of the immediate flood-induced threats in lowlevel regions lacking effective adaptation resourcefulness, the coastal environments
and assets remain unsafe [35].

3.2 Effects of Sea Level Rise in Turkey
Stretching between two continents, Europe and Asia, Turkey enjoys an overall land
area of 779,452 km2, of which 23,764 km2 in Europe and 755,688 km2 in Asia. Turkey
has 8,333 km of coastline, bordering four different seas: the Mediterranean Sea, the
Black Sea, and the Aegean Sea, in addition to the Marmara Sea that is linked to the
Black Sea via the Bosporus Strait and to the Aegean Sea via the Dardanelles Strait as
depicted in Figure 10. An estimated area of around 66% of the land surface area is
loftier than 800 meters. With regard to the Turkish coastal zone, it presently
accommodates 51% of the nation populace, 80% of all industry-related activities
accounts for 90% of the overall revenues related to tourism [8]. It is admissible that
Turkey may undergo substantial coastal effects associated with SLR. Despite the fact
that coastal cities provide for less than 5% of the country, 30 million people at the
lowest estimate populate these places and the coastal community is rapidly increasing
[19].
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Figure 10 Four different seas surrounding Turkey [60]

The first estimations for the SLR in the 20th century was about 10 to 20 cm. It was
also reported that similar alterations most likely took place along Turkish coasts [9].
Urbanization along the coastal zones coupled with incompetent control of coastal
artesian springs caused some coastal areas rather deteriorated. Having approximately
an increase of 4–9 mm/year over 20 years, the SLR along the Turkish coast will
probably concur a retreat of its shoreline owing to occurrences of flooding, or erosion
[8]. Mature coastal sand dunes, particularly in the deltas of the Mediterranean and
Aegean Seas and along the western Black Sea coast are naturally occurring
obstructions are considered to be the first form of protection against erosion and coastal
storms as well as against accelerated SLR (ASLR), [9].
Data regarding the sea levels covering long periods of time about the Turkish Black
Sea coast (< 20 years) are not available [8, 29]. Nevertheless, several researchers in
the field managed to gather data from some tide-gauge stations responsible for
Permanent Service of Mean Sea Level (PSMSL) (Url-3). The local tide gauge records
for the years between 1984 to 2002, a period of 19 years, pinpointed proximate mean
SL increases along the Turkish shorelines of the Mediterranean, Aegean and Marmara
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Seas of 9.6±0.9 for Erdek (Balikesir), 8.7±0.8 mm yr−1 for Antalya, 6.8±0.9 mm yr−1
for Menteş (Izmir), and 3.3±1.1 mm yr−1 for Bodrum (Mugla) [28].
SLR for the Turkish Black Sea coast is assumed to fluctuate between the western and
eastern station values—about 1–3 mm/y, which is a significant fact for Turkish Black
Sea coast inhabitants. Provided that this SLR rate goes on, socio-economic life factors
will be impacted consequentially. The only safe and effortless transportation route
between the Black Sea eastern and western coasts, which is located on the shoreline,
illustrates the point. It seems certain that these roads will be undoubtedly influenced in
the long term prospect by erosion due to SLR, and, in shorter time, by rising storm and
surge damage. Apart of it, fishing in the eastern Black Sea might be also altered [9].
Undoubtedly, a rise of 1-m in SL would most likely bring about a hike in storm
damage, coastal inundation, erosion, and salinization if no immediate defensive
measures were taken. Among the territories that are most susceptible to SLR are the
deltaic areas and the industrialized seashores along the Mediterranean, Aegean,
Marmara, and Black Seas. The flat deltaic regions in the north, west, and south in
particular are the most vulnerable to SLR. Nowadays, more than half a million people
live in zone 1, an area in the compass of 1 km of the seashore and below an altitude of
100 m. Given that these areas are becoming more populace, it is not difficult to imagine
the impact of a 1-m rise in sea level on the lives of these people. Similarly, Zone 2, a
stretch 10 km (apart from zone 1) in reach of the seashore and further down an altitude
of100 m, is guesstimated to take in higher than 2.4 million people and capital worth of
USD12 billion. Industrial evolution in this zone, on the other hand, is growing fast,
with a projection for a substantial rise of capital worth over the next few decades [9].

A closer look into the impacts of a 1-m rise in SL reveals that consequences could be
serious and the refitting costs hefty. According to this inductive evaluation, a capital
loss of around 6% of current gross national product (GNP) is projected, with a cost of
10% of current GNP for adaptation and protection emergencies. The ongoing
urbanisation along with tourist growth will surely result in additional vulnerability
SLR [9]. To get more knowledge of the of the climate effects on the coastal
environment, it is highly recommended that specific sites displaying detailed studies
of different coastal regions of Turkey be consulted [19].
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In an attempt to size up the areas that are at the risk of flooding and duly shed light on
the impact of inundation on environmental, social, and economic bearings. Simav, et
al. [19] explored one of the areas that is markedly exposed to flooding in the county,
namely the Çukurova Delta. In order to accurately evaluate the extremity of the
inundation, he carried out a joint examination on the long-lasting effects brought about
by SLR and the short-lived flooding-induced impacts. In this study, as outlined in
Figure 11, they attempted to investigate the underlying inundation-induced impacts
utilizing a) a SL and wave-height statistics to assess the flooding intensity, b) a
numerical altitude set-up to develop a coastal flooding chart, c) satellite images to lay
out agrarian land exploitation, and) other information related to specific areas to
overlay the flooding chart. The study pointed out that the maximal level of flooding
would have reached up to 6.7 m by the year 2100. An alluvion charting, grounded on
GIS, on the high-resolution altitude model unveils that around 69% of the zonal width
would be exposed to inundation. Specifically, inlets, areas close to the shoreline, and
agronomical acres are predicted to be the most viciously inundation-smitten areas. It
is the researcher's hope that the results of the study would weigh in to reinforcing
swampland preservation and governance make-up in the Çukurova Delta.
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Figure 11 A flowchart represent how to obtains inundation risk map [19]

3.3 Scenarios of sea-level rise
The IPCC suggested a cumulative rise of 9–88 cm (0.9–8.8 mm yr−1) by 2100 unless
GHG emissions are reduced. The probability distribution of future SLR implied by a
delphic Monte Carlo analysis revealed that SLR has a 1% chance of exceeding 1 m by
2100, a 3% chance of a 2 m rise, and a 1% chance of a 4 m rise by 2200. Demirkesen,
et al. [28] declared that the potential loss of coastlines in Turkey was quantified
gradually in response to the cumulative local SLR scenarios of 1 m (5 mm yr −1), 2 m
(10 mm yr−1), and 3 m (15 mm yr−1) by 2205.
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The previous study of SL estimates from Antarctica alter total GMSLR predictions
intensely for high emission trails. The extremely high SLR estimates for the nonmitigation baseline scenarios is likely ranges of around 200 cm with the highest
individual 2100. [61]
Karasu beachfront zone height to SLR is outlined utilizing computerized based on
Digital Elevation Model (DEM) and is executed by the support of the Geographical
Information System ‘GIS’ based ArcMap 10.0 software by uniting spatial coastal data
with sea level rise projections scenarios of 1, 2, and 3 m by 2205 for minimum,
medium, and maximum inundation levels, respectively, according to [Demirkesen, et
al. [28], 61], in order to contribute to the maps and statistics which allow the
identification and ranking of areas and targets that are probably to be influenced by
sea-level rise inundation in future climate change.

3.4 Coastal Vulnerability to Sea Level Rise
Vulnerability is defined as “the system’s potential to be damaged by a certain climate
change (CC) hazard, and ideally, it has to be assessed by accounting for the different
factors controlling the coastal response both in negative (susceptibility) and positive
(resilience) terms to changing climatic and/or geomorphic conditions” [62].
Definitions and outlines that systematize hazards, exposure, vulnerability, risk, and
adaptation in the context of climate change are multiple, overlapping, and often
contested. Nowadays, reports and authors differentiate among vulnerability, hazards,
impacts, and risk [63]. This leads to define the following events;
A hazard, according to the United Nations (UN) is defined as “a potentially damaging
physical event, phenomenon or human activity that may cause loss of life or injury,
property damage, social and economic disruption or environmental degradation‖” [64].
In this study, the term hazard refers to climate related physical events or their physical
impacts
Exposure, “The presence of people, livelihoods, species or ecosystems, environmental
functions, services, and resources, infrastructure, or economic, social, or cultural assets
in places and settings that could be adversely affected” [63].
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Risk: is often represented as “probability of occurrence of hazardous events or trends
multiplied by the impacts if these events or trends occur” [63].
Impacts: “generally refer to effects on lives, livelihoods, health, ecosystems,
economies, societies, cultures, services, and infrastructure due to the interaction of
climate changes or hazardous climate events occurring within a specific time period
and the vulnerability of an exposed society or system. Impacts are also referred to as
consequences and outcomes”. The impacts of geophysical systems, including floods,
and SLR, as a subset of impacts are named physical impacts [63].
The vulnerability of coastal zone areas have been examined by several studies to SLR
[65]. In this context, a vulnerability of coastal zone area is liable to the physical
impacts, as well as, is to incapable adapting with the increases in SL.
Lins-de-Barros

[66]

considered

both

geopbiophysical

and

socio-economic

perspectives, the analysis of vulnerability is deeply associated with the coastal
environment particularities. The assumption that most of the coastal zones are intrinsic
vulnerable is an important step to guide priorities when making management analysis
and decisions. The integrated approach is fundamental to a better understand of the
complexity processes of coastal zones and allows a complete diagnoses. It is propose
a matrix that allows correlating the exposition degree and adaptive capacity of
vulnerability. Based on this matrix it is possible to plot the integrated coastal
vulnerability into a Diagram of Integrated Coastal Vulnerability Assessment
(DICVA). Between 2000 and 2010, the urban population grew significantly on the
coast of Regi~ao dos Lagos that subject to erosion and tidal flood, as well as in floodprone areas around the lagoons.
The Egyptian Mediterranean coast was examined for the vulnerability to sea-level rise
using the coastal vulnerability index (CVI), which was derived from the geologic and
physical characteristics of the coast. The coast has different geomorphologic aspects
ranging from steep-slope-rocky cliffs to gentle sloping deltaic sediments. Although the
coast is under low tidal effect and low height waves, results showed that more than
one-third of the 1000 km long coast is severely vulnerable to sea-level rise.
Unfortunately, the area under high vulnerability to SLR comprises the densely
populated Nile Delta coast [67].
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Mahapatra, et al. [68] utilized RS and GIS techniques for assessing vulnerability of the
Gujarat coast due to predicted sea level rise. There were five physical parameters were
considering. They are; coastal geomorphology, coastal slope, shoreline change rate,
mean spring tidal range, and significant wave height. The rank values of all the five
physical variables are integrated through additive method to compute CVI where the
relative ranking is assigned to various coastal segments based on the vulnerability
level. The CVI values categorize Gujarat coast into four risk level classes.

3.5 Vulnerability of Turkish Coasts to SLR
Apparently, immense susceptibility to naturally occurring calamities is contingent
upon the geomorphological characteristics of the Turkish seashores. These seashores
are grouped under three main categories: (a) sandy beaches, (b) cliffing-induced
retreating shorelines on earth or substratum, and (c) progradation-smitten deltaic
setups on commonly low-lying and slightly marshy regions. It is estimated that these
subsidence-affected coastal or deltaic areas will experience relatively higher rates of
SLR. Additionally, in excess of 95% of Turkey's territory belt is subject to earthquakeinduced threats. Moreover, most of the country's regions are exposed to landslide
threats, notably in the Black Sea area. In addition, coastal and riparian areas are
seemingly prone to inundations. Turkey's susceptibility to SLR seems to be
middlemost of the Mediterranean states towards the north and towards the south. In
other words, Turkey has less exposure to SLR than both Egypt and the Nile delta, but
greater exposure than France and Spain. Apparently, Turkey's vulnerability to SLR
will considerably be on the rise as a result of ongoing development and urbanization.
The ensuing coastal flooding and erosion alongside the Turkish seashores would create
coastal problems of national concern, specifically in the eastern Mediterranean (i.e.,
Hatay, Iskenderun, and Yumurtalik), the northern Aegean Sea (i.e., Saros Bay), and
the middle and eastern Black Sea [8].
The Black Sea coast of Turkey comprises three important river outlets, Kizilirmak,
Sakarya, and Yesilirmak [29]. The Kizilirmak river delta may for the most part be
imputed to the reduction in the sediment deposits on the coast. The naturally occurring
sand-dunes barriers on shores along with the enclosed lagoons are projected to be the
frontline defensive essentials against any future SLR occurrences [8]. In view of the
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increased constructions of dams and ports, the prevailing susceptibility of Yesilirmak
Deltas and Karasu area to increased rise of SL lies in its lacking in sufficient sediment
deposits [29]. In like manner, Erdek, a tourism centre located on the Marmara Sea is
exposed to serious hazards, the least of which is the obtrusion of salt water into
freshwater makeup stimulated by a mixture of increased SLR, land restoration and
excessive bleeding of subterranean water sources. Still further, the ongoing population
growth imposes development concerns, which may induce insecure construction
norms relating to commerce, industry, as well as residence along the areas vulnerable
to earthquakes and inundations [8].
According to the high mean-level ensemble cited by Allenbach, et al. [43], a virtual
rise in SL will have substantial effects on the Black Sea shorelines. That is, with a 0.5
m, 56% of all seashores will most likely shrink in reach of 50% of their maximal girth.
Similarly, a 0.82 m SLR, around 41% of shorelines are predicted to recede in reach of
their total maximal girth. Still further, a SLR of 1 m will most likely induce a retreat
of around 51% of all Black Sea shorelines by their entire maximal width.
Virtually, the coastal areas that are most susceptible to coastal inundation with 1 m
altitude are: the seaside level lands of Seyhan and Ceyhan rivers, Gulluk-Bodrum and
Dalaman (Mugla). In addition, Akyatan lagoon-Karatas and Tuzla (Adana), and Didim
(Aydin) appear to be rather prone to flooding. In like manner, Selcuk and Gediz deltaMenemen (Izmir) along the Aegean Sea, and Goksu delta-Silifke (Mersin) along the
Mediterranean Sea show symptoms of being in danger of inundation, let alone Terkos
Lake (Istanbul) and Kizilirmak delta-Bafra (Samsun) along the Black Sea. On the other
hand, the coastal areas that have medium-to-low exposure to coastal flooding with 1m
to 3 m altitude include the coastal plains of Finike (Antalya), Zonguldak, Karasu
(Adapazari), Ulubat lake (Bursa), Sinop, and Carsamba (Samsun) along the Black Sea,
Dikili, Karsiyaka, Candarli, Bornova, Alacati, Aliaga and Urla (Izmir). Likewise,
Samandag (Antakya), and Karabiga (Canakkale) are no exception. Equally, Ayvalik,
Gomec, Edremit, Altinoluk and Kuscenneti National Park (Balikesir), and Big and
Little Cekmece lakes (Istanbul) along the Marmara Sea are at the risk of inundation,
never mind Anamur (Mersin) along the Mediterranean Sea and Enez (Edirne) along
the Aegean Sea as shown in Figure 12 [28].
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Figure 12 Coastal vulnerability to SLR by 2205 for Turkey [28]

As a matter of fact, one of the major drawbacks of susceptibility assessment in Turkey
may be imputed to the scarcity, and sometimes unavailability, of information available
on specific areas. The majority of the data available pertain to major urban centres
[69]. However the quality of the information available is another distressing factor.
Heretofore, the possible tolerate outcomes for Turkey based on SRL scenarios could
be evaluated only with some restrictions applied. The impact on living standards in big
coastal settlements, especially on the Black Sea shore and in Istanbul, tourism and
agricultural industries including fishing along the Aegean and Mediterranean Sea
zones illustrate the point [9]. Although a national SLR assessment was not conducted
in Turkey, some local evaluations are done to estimate coastal flooding and coastal
vulnerability to inundation risks in Turkey due to SLR until the year of 2205 [23]
Coastal erosion risk assessment is essential to coastal erosion risk management, which
should comprise on the one hand the determination of the Geo-environmental hazard
and on the other hand the evaluation of socioeconomic vulnerability to aggregate the
integrated coastal erosion risk index to guide hazard mitigation priorities. Risk
assessments are fundamental for disaster risk reduction so as to understand the
interaction between hazards, vulnerability and capacity. The vulnerability refers to
assigning the danger area be caused by hazard factor which led to losses of people,
lands, properties and so on [70]. In a related context, and according to Aydın and Uysal
(2014), who calculate the vulnerability of the coastline of Karasu region, where their
output summarized that the study area is sensitive with low and medium vulnerability.
The equation of vulnerability defined as follows:
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𝑉=

Pd+Pg+Cf
3

(1)

Where Pd represents population density, Pg represents GDP and Fd represents coastal
function.
The storm surge for Karasu coastal area is modelled by using HYDROTAM-3D [71].
HYDROTAM-3D is a three dimensional numerical model wind and wave climate,
wave propagation, which simulates sediment transport storm surge and water quality.
The results of the model have shown that the dominant wave direction for Karasu
coastal area is ENE (East North East)-N (North) with an average storm surge value of
1.1 m. consequently, the 1 m scenario for 2075 sea level rise is possible considering
the storm surge Modeling results [72]
The vulnerability assessment process includes dividing the length of the coastline into
uniform fragments and ranking each fragment’s value for a series of vulnerability
indicators. In the future GIS and remote sensing applications in coastal studies will
gain considerably from widely accessible elevation data with risen vertical accuracy
and the development of more refined coastal vulnerability indicators.
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CHAPTER 4

METHODOLOGY

4.1 Methodology
In order to reach the targets of the research, several approaches have been carried out.
The first was to create a digital elevation model to accomplish the coastal inundation
maps, it involves the use of sea level rise data set to identification and estimate the
inundation level in the future. The second major approach was to use satellite images
in order to delineate land use to create exposure indicator surface on behalf of each of
the features at risk such as: urban areas, roads, forest, natural vegetation and
agricultural lands, water bodies, sandy beaches, gross domestic product (GDP), and
population, then site detailed information to overlay the inundation maps for
calculating and evaluating the potential effects of projected inundation. The overall
approaches followed in this study are presented in details bellow:

4.1.1 Data Collection
The proposed study is founded on a subjective plan which permits the studied subjects
to give significantly "richer" responses to the questions stated by the researcher and
may give valuable insight which could have been missed by Quantitative method [73].
A clear research is applied to characterize the features of SLR phenomenon, which is
examined in Figure 13.
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Figure 13 Flow Chart shows the pathway of the collection data.

4.1.2 Equipment and Materials
4.1.2.1 Available Data
Determination of the probable land loss by inundating analysis is based on
Geographical Information System ‘GIS’ technical approaches which use several sea
level rise scenarios. In the coastal zone applications, Geographic Information System
GIS is widely used as a supporting tool that brings in information homogenization and
integration in-to a geodatabase, in order to entry data, create thematic cartography, and
implement structural and geostatistical analysis [47]. The particular amount of all the
relevant input data is collected, then compiled in-to the database, converted in-to more
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suitable units of information and, in the end, introduced in-to a more formal and
flexible information system. in the analysis and integration of the indices is used to
determine the coastal vulnerability aspects, which create maps to represent the coastal
risks [48],
All the data required was collected related to the research objectives. Digital elevation
model (DEM) as input data extracted from 11 topographic Sheet maps output at a
nominal scale of 1:5000 issued by General Directorate of Land Registry and Cadastre
in Turkey [74], the contour lines and points collected through contour map by manual
digitizing methods.
The land use data applied in this research was obtained from the (Landsat 8 OLI)
satellite imagery (remote sensing product) collected on 13 Apr 2017 (path/row179/031), the satellite imagery, recorded as Geo-TIFF format with resolution of 30
meter (cell size X, Y=30 meter) and retrieved from the Earth Explorer website [75],
all these characteristic shown in table below. As conventional data, OpenStreetMap
data set [76], in order to excerpt the roads of the study area. The characteristics of the
data are shown in the Table 3:
Table 3 The characteristics of the available data that used in the methodology
No

Input Data

Landsat 8 OLI

Source

Date /

Scale

/

Material

Edition

Resolution

Digital

2017

Pixel Size 30m

Format

Geo-TIFF File

1
Topographic
2

Maps

Scale 1:5000
Scanned

TIFF File

_

Open street map

Geo-TIFF File

3

Data

Digital

2017

_

4

Google earth

Digital

2017

_

Geo-TIFF File

image

Sea level rise (SLR) projected data were collected by [28, 61], in order to represent the
inundation level of 1 meter SLR , 2 meter SLR, and 3 meter SLR by 2205 . The census
dataset to produce the population data as well as the gross domestic product (GDP)
statistic data of the study area, which searched from the Internet [77], then Estimate
for Karasu region for the years 2075, 2100, and 2205 as shown in Table 4:
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Table 4 Population and GDP estimate for Karasu region
Census data and GDP /year

2075

2100

2205

Population

107,421

137,760

137,760

GDP

1,568,346.600

2,011,296.000

2,011,296.000

The actual estimated population for Karasu is 391,624 for 2205. However population
estimates for such long periods can be over estimating the population value. So the
population increase after 2100 is taken as 0%.

4.1.2.2 Required Software
The software requirement in this study were ArcGis 10.0 software [78] is essentially
used for all the digital image processing, and ENVI 5.3 software [79] is used to extract
features with an object-based classification approach in order to obtain the land use
data.

4.2 Extracted the Country Borders and Shorelines of the Study Area
The coastline of the study area was extracted from Local Vector Shoreline LVS by
using the (Landsat 8 OLI) satellite imagery (remote sensing product) obtained on 14
Apr 2017 (path/row-179/031), the satellite imagery, recorded as Geo-TIFF format with
30 meter resolution (cell size X, Y=30 m, 30 m). As well, the study area was identified
by shape file of boundary that used as mask in order to obtain and calculate the total
area for the chosen exposure indicators, this operation use it to mask 3, 4, and 5 bands
of Landsat 8 satellite image data that extracted before export it to ENVI 5.3 in order to
classify it to obtain the exposure indicators (Land use map). All steps of these process,
which involve the usage of ArcMap software are as follow:
 Creating a new shape file (Polygon) to determine the boundary of the study area
(Karasu region) and use it to extract by Mask -Area or region of Karasu or subset
of raster of DEM image in ArcMap.


Open Arc-Catalog through the main window of the program
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Create the new folder, which will include the new shape file that obtained.



Click right button on same folder then select New button > Shape file then
dialog box is open.


Create new name for the shape file then choice the
Polygon as feature type using drop and down menu.



Choose spatial reference, which are Projection and
Datum by selecting the folder that has data is contains
of coordinate system of the exact location already
known > browse and select Projected Coordinate
Systems > involving the geocoding in UTM >
WGS1984 > Northern Hemisphere > cartographic
projection Zone 36N - Datum D_WGS_1984 then
switched to the ArcMap data format, (WGS 1984 UTM
Zone 36N.prj) > choose Add button > then click OK in
the Spatial Reference Properties dialog box > the
choose OK in order to the Create New Shape file dialog
box.



Open the ArcMap project.



The Add the shape file into the ArcMap project, then open File > Add
Data.



Create a new single polygon


choose the polygon layer by using Create Features
dialog



Choose the Polygon Construction Tools bar



Find the ship of the study area, which will used as the
layer or the mask to extract the portion from the larger
image (SRTM DTM & Landsat image) of the
surrounding area



Click polygon when to start; start click when to add
every vertex that lead to digitize and segment the new
features for coastline of the study area as well as for the
land area of the region as shown in the Figure 14. Then
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add attribute data to a table, also adjust the line
segments spatially to make it align with a base map
layer of Landsat image > in the end click Finish.

Figure 14 Digitizing process to segment the features of coastline and land area by adding vertex

 Create sub image by extract a portion of the image Landsat 8 satellite data using
shape file that is obtained from the previous operation (Polygon feature) in
ArcMap, which represent the boundary of the study area:


Add a polygon shape file to define the boundary of the study area



In order to extract the raster cells inside the polygon will be used Extract
by mask function > Open the Arc toolbox > Spatial Analyst Tools >
Extraction > Extract by Mask as shown in the figure 15.
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Figure 15 The operation of Extract by mask as in toolbox in ArcMap



Dialog box will be open > Now in input raster adds Landsat 8 image as
the larger surrounding area. In input raster or feature mask data add the
polygon particular shape file of the study area (Karasu region) and in
output raster type the name of the new layer that selected as shown in
figure 16.
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Figure 16 Dialog box of mask data is defined areas to extract band 3, 4, and 5



After a while new raster layer will be added as shown in figure 17, after
that it can be exported to ENVI 5.3 software in order to obtain the
classification of land use area.

Figure 17 The result of operation of Extract by mask shows Landsat 8 band 3 as example instead of
band 4, and 5
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4.3 Creating Digital Elevation Models (DEM)
In coastal studies, the most widely-spread dataset is the Digital Elevation Model
(DEM). Elevation models are necessary for assessing risk of inundation from tsunami,
storm surge and sea‐level increase. Occasionally DEMs are used as input in complex
simulation models that forecast flooding and other coastal hydrological processes.
Apart of it, DEM is a base layer in a simple GIS “bath‐tub” flooding analysis, where
the elevation in each cell is compared to a predicted sea level, and all cells with values
lower than the foreseen sea level are considered flooded [28].
Some DEMs are derived from LiDAR (light detection and ranging), a remote sensing
technology that measures distance to ground targets. For instance, Poulter and Halpin
[80] have utilized LiDAR elevation data to perform sea‐level rise simulations on the
North Carolina coast. Another commonly accepted source of data elevation is the U.S.
Geological Survey’s National Elevation Dataset (NED) that is used in SLAMM (sea‐
level affecting marshes model), a simulation model which studies wetlands’ response
to long‐term sea‐level rise [81]. Nonetheless, these datasets feature limited vertical
accuracies, the NED is accurate to +‐ 2.4 m [82] and LiDAR elevation data is accurate
from 15 centimetres to 1 meter [83]. Scientists estimate a sea‐level rise of up to 1 meter
by the year 2100 [84]. Performed by these datasets, simulations of sea‐level rise results
must be precisely analysed. In order to carry out more accurate analyses researchers
studying sea‐level rise have to concentrate on receiving elevation data with higher
accuracy. In the future, GIS and remote sensing applications in coastal studies will
benefit significantly from widely assessable elevation data with increased vertical
accuracy and the development of more refined coastal vulnerability indicators. The
accuracy of coastal elevation data needs to be within centimetres in order for sea‐level
rise inundation models to predict flooding and other impacts effectively.
In this research, Digital Elevation Models originate from 11 topographic Sheet maps,
covering approximately 12 km by 7 km product with a nominal scale of 1:5000 issued
by General Directorate of Land Registry and Cadastre in Turkey, which consists of
contour lines and points collected through contour map by manual digitizing methods.
ArcMap10.0 software was practiced to process and interpolate DEM data, involving
the geocoding in UTM cartographic projection Zone 36N - Datum D_WGS_1984
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switched to the ArcMap data format, and combined to comply with the study area
border in the ArcGIS environment. The details of this approach is as follow:

4.3.1 Implementing of DEM
A DEM is based on a grid, or matrix, where every cell has particular x- and ycoordinates and inclination value, Figure 18 reveals a grid principle DEM is grounded
on. The figure in every cell shows DEM rate in a particular cell. Formed properly, a
DEM composes a suitable instrument to illustrate inundation fallout in a particular
place. Generated by persuasive geographic information systems (GIS) and availability
of personal computers, the high-resolution generation DEM data processing is not the
leading restricting factor. Actually it is the number and the correctness of elevation
information, for example, xyz-points, as well as the interpolation approach in the
generation process that enables to present accurate result image [85]. Forming DEM it
is essential to stick to three main stages: data acquisition, interpolation, and, as a rule,
some manual output surface modifications are presented below:

Figure 18 A grid of a DEM represent the z value
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4.3.1.1 Data acquisition
The major purpose of DEM is to create horizontal resolution such as the cell-size of
the grid to reach 5 to 10 m in order to reveal precisely some definite features as road
embarkations and dunes, which can affect flooding configurations. Additionally, the
mostly pretty flat area topography, the error in the z-direction ought to ideally not
surpass around 0.1 m [85]. In order to match these requirements an exhaustive data set
was demanded, the contour lines digitizing was mostly conducted on 11 maps issued
by General Directorate of Land Registry and Cadastre in Turkey at a scale of 1:5000,
with contour line intervals of 5 m, and elevation points were obtained from the same
maps sources. A procedure offered by [86] was implemented during the process by
putting a rectilinear grid over the contour map and digitizing points along the contour
lines as near as possible to a grid line intersection. In this case the out coming
information is more equally proportioned to the x- and y-directions than if the contour
lines were precise. Also, this approach advances the interpolation sequence
enforcement.

4.3.1.2 Interpolation procedure
In the normal course of events, the density of familiar data points is not high enough
to form a DEM straightforwardly. Besides, the data is often dispersed unevenly over
the under investigation areas and the gaps between the familiar points must be loaded
with predicted values to settle the eventual DEM with the targeted resolution. At this
point interpolation process reaches critical level. It is inevitable that interpolation of
earth scientific dataset remains a very complex process due to the spatial continuity
that generally comes into existence in this kind of data sets and must be consolidated.
Spatial continuity suggests that two points situated in a near proximity are more
probable to have identical values than two points detached by longer distances. Due to
the fact that our comprehension of the underlying processes governing the spatial
continuity origins is pretty weak, the problem is often addressed by considering the
spatial data as a result of a stochastic process [85].
Chaplot, et al. [87] Summarized that the performance of the methods varied
significantly depending on the density of the source data and the flatness of the
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modelled earth surface. Hence, not a single method can be called flawless considering
all conditions provided. The most significant factor for selecting a DEM interpolation
method is the interpolation function that can be accustomed to the various terrain
characteristics. Other criteria that may influence the selection of a particular method
are the degree of accuracy desired and the computational effort involved [88].The
kriging interpolation method is selected in this research since it relies on an assimilated
spatial continuity. Kriging is a geostatistical method for spatial interpolation that
proves efficiency and recognition in many aspects. In surface assessment process
kriging depends on spatial and statistical relations. It is important to differentiate
interpolation methods as they may influence the quality of the forecast with estimated
prediction mistakes [89]. To put it differently, kriging makes use of statistical rather
than the geometrical distance between points. Unlike ordinary interpolators, kriging
also conducts for sample values clustering by readjusting weights from neighbouring
clustered sample values to points located further but less redundant. The theory on the
kriging interpolation considered as one of the most comprehensive and is not likely to
be precisely explained here. The involved reader can access a detailed description in
[90]. The generation of the DEM was conducted totally on an Intel Core i5-PC with
64 Mb of RAM. Finally, modified DEM is presented as a contour plot and forms a
proper base for visualizing inundation scenarios (Figure 19). With 3.77 m horizontal
resolution (cell size X, Y=3.77 m) as shows in the Table 5, and the Root Mean Square
(RMS) in DEM altitudes (vertical accuracy) was roughly equal to:
 RMS= 0.45 m for no flat area and forest,
 RMS= 0, 45 m for flat area, no vegetation no forest, and
 RMS= 1.4 m for no flat and forest.
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Figure 19 Digital Elevation Model data (DEM) of karasu region
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Table 5 The characteristics of the Digital Elevation Model

4.4 Feature Extraction with an object-based classification approach
A study dedicated to coastal processes involves the analysis of both conventional and
casually sensed data. Conventional data is more precise and site specific. On the other
hand, data collection is time and cost consuming, it involves more labour and might
not apply on more extensive areas. However, remotely sensed data is quick and
economical due to repeated and synoptic coverage of the vast, hard to access areas
[91]. Remote Sensed and Geographic Information System tools can be applied to form
the land use, land cover and coastline change detection maps [92]. In the presented
study, both conventional and remotely sensed data were used, the land use data applied
in this research was obtained from the (Landsat 8 OLI) satellite imagery (remote
sensing product) collected on 14 Apr 2017 (path/row-179/031), the satellite imagery,
recorded as Geo-TIFF format with 30 meter horizontal resolution (cell size of X and
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Y equal to 30 meter) and retrieved from the Earth Explorer website [75]. The land use
(Receptors) of the area and coastal waterways are depicted based on Feature Extraction
such as natural vegetation and agricultural lands, forest, urban spreading, sandy
beaches, roads, and water bodies. In this study, all the features were named according
to CORINE Land Cover 'coordination of information on the environment'. It was
established by the European Community (EC) as a means of compiling geo-spatial
environmental information in a standardised and comparable manner across the
European continent. These classes were presented as a cartographic product and
mainly used in Turkey by Ministry of Forestry and Water Works about the evaluation
of flooding of basins. In addition, those features were demonstrated an object-based
approach to classify Landsat 8 imagery using band 3, 4, and 5 that were extracted by
masking previously, where an object (also called segment) is a group of pixels with
analogous spectral, spatial, and/or texture attributes by means of image unsupervised
classification on the ENVI 5.3 software. As conventional data, OpenStreetMap data
set [76] in order to excerpt the roads of the study area, the result of this operation will
presented in Figure 20:

Figure 20 Classification map of exposure indicators (Landuse map) were created using Landsat image
band 3, 4, and 5
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4.5 Accuracy Assessment of Landsat Imagery Classification
Overall map accuracy of 83.33% has been obtained based on 42 ground truth points
by create random points tool using ArcMap, then interpreted from high resolution
Aerial image [93], as shows in the table below. Finally, the classified image has been
converted into vector format for further analysis. As outlined in the Table 6:


Create random points tool



Extract values to points tool



Add X and Y coordinates tool



Sort the attribute table



Export selected records from attribute table

Table 6 The blue color in the two columns show the matching result of the areal points with the
classified image used as method to accurate Landsat Imagery Classification
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4.6 Modeling of Inundation Zone
An increase in sea level will cause erosion and flooding as well as the moving of the
flood risky upward and landward zones [94]. A stated by Kuleli [23], the lands under
10 m are most vulnerable to SLR. Lower slopes are at greater risk of flooding due to
SLR in comparison to more hilly slopes [94].
The model that is applied in this research regarding to the definition of Snoussi, et al.
[95] and Snoussi, et al. [96] so as to provide inundation zones and their risk maps
services for local specialists and administrative institutions as well as for decision
makers. That is set in the main phases of Model Builder shown in figure 21, and was
executed by the support of the Geographical Information System ‘GIS’ based ArcMap
10.0 software by uniting spatial coastal data with sea level rise projections scenarios
of 1 m ,2 m ,and 3 m by 2205 for minimum, medium, and maximum inundation levels,
respectively, according to [Demirkesen, et al. [28], 61], in order to contribute to the
maps and statistics which allow the identification and ranking of areas and targets that
are probably to be influenced by sea-level rise inundation in future climate change.
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Figure 21 The Model Builder of sea level rise projections scenarios of 1, 2, and 3 m by the year 2205

Three approaches to Modeling hydrological connectivity “rules” were developed to
simulate inundation of SLR. The first approach was a simple ‘bathtub’ approach
(referred to as a ‘zero-side rule’) in which a grid cell became flooded if its elevation
was less than the projected SL. The ‘zero-side rule’ does not consider surface
connectivity at all between grid cells. The second and third approaches specified that
the grid cell was flooded only if its elevation was below sea level and if it was
connected to an adjacent grid cell that was flooded or open water [97]. Two
connectivity definitions were used; a ‘four-side rule’, where the grid cell was
connected if any of its cardinal directions were adjacent to a flooded cell, and an ‘eightside rule’, where the grid cell was connected if its cardinal and diagonal directions
were connected to a flooded grid cell. A ‘four-sided’ rule may have the potential to
underestimate surface flow connections because only cell sides are allowed to be
connected. Conversely, the ‘eight-sided’ rule may have the potential to overestimate
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connectivity by allowing flow to occur across cell corners that may overestimate the
existence of true surface flow connections [80].
The approach that was used in this study to model hydrological connectivity is referred
to ‘eight-side rule’ have been suggested by Poulter and Halpin that mentioned earlier
through applying simulation inundation using Digital Elevation Model ‘DEM’. The
equation below is describing the usage of the model to expect inundation:

𝐹𝑥,𝑦 = {

E𝑥,𝑦 ≤ 𝑆𝑙𝑒𝑣
.𝐶
E𝑥,𝑦 > 𝑆𝑙𝑒𝑣

(2)

Where F is binomial function, either flooded is met (1) or not flooded is not meet (0),
𝐄𝒙,𝒚 is elevation at location x and y, 𝑺𝒍𝒆𝒗 is sea level rise projection, C represents
connectivity (connected 1 or not connected 0).
After a condition is met, that means; it is indicated with a ‘true’ and takes Value 1, if
it is not meet, that means; it is indicated with a ‘false’ and take Value 0 (Boolean
algebra). This indicates the suitable (1) and unsuitable (0) pixel locations ‘Bitmaps’ of
the criteria are used to select areas that suitable to be inundated. Furthermore, when
the elevation is under sea level, the grid cell will be flooded, in addition if it was linked
to another flooded grid cell that is nearby. Wherever the grid cell was joined if it’s
cardinal and diagonal trends were joined to a flooded grid cell. This output represent
the hazard map, of the Karasu coastal zone due to sea level rise at 1, 2, and 3 meter.
The accuracy of connectivity of the surface will influence regarding to the connectivity
rule that is selected and the resolution of DEM together. Then once again, ‘Bitmaps’
as input maps are combined with each exposure indicators (Land use map) using
Boolean AND operation (Boolean Overlay), is an intersection of binary coded data
layers (Inundation zones & exposure indicators) to create a binary output map, which
represent suitable pixels locations containing value 1. The output map that is gained
show the places satisfying all criteria needed for this application, which represent the
risk maps of inundation levels for sea level rise at 1, 2 and 3 meter. All steps of these
operations involved using ArcMap software are outlined in details below:
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 Creating inundation depth map by using raster elevation dataset DEM as map
document and it contains data have been previously processed specifically the
boundary for the community of the study area as a mask shapefile (polygon) in
order to a defined what part to the raster and what part to the community would be
flooded under variety of scenarios and understanding how each cell in the raster
elevation containing in elevation above the current mean sea level:


Open arc tool box > Spatial analyst tools bar > map algebra to identify
flooded cells > double click on the Raster Calculator.



Double click on the name of the raster image that will be evaluated and
put the expression to identify the cells it would be under the water in the
study area where the water level 1m, 2m, and 3 m above the current mean
sea level by using the calculation formulas as follows and shows in Figure
22.



"DEM" ≤ 1

(3)

"DEM" ≤ 2

(4)

"DEM" ≤ 3

(5)

The workspace is set to the personal geo-database > click OK

Figure 22 Dialog box of map algebra expression used to identify flooded cells
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After a while anew raster layer will be added, which has essentially to
possible values for every single grid cell, where one met the criteria ,
which is less than or equal 1 meter and is zero if not met the criteria.



Reclassify to isolate flooded cells, and converts flooded cell raster to a
polygon to select only areas hydrologically connected to the coast



Open spatial analyst tools > Reclass > double click on Reclassify >
specify as the input raster the raster map that already created > In the
reclassification dialog box turn those zero value into no data and 2 value
into 1, in this case the computer will ignores those cells that have no data
value and merge the other cells that have value 1, as shows in figure 23.



Create a new raster layer and suggested the name > click OK

Figure 23 Reclassification dialog box turn those 0 value into no data and 2 value into 1



Convert the raster that already reclassified > back to arc tools box >
conversion tools > from raster > double click on Raster to polygon > put
in input raster the reclassify raster > create new polygon feature and
defaulting in the geodatabase > click OK.



Selection > selection by location > select the reclassify raster layer > From
Spatial selection method choose the Target layer(s) features are crossed
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by the outline of the source layer feature. In order to identify those raster
flood polygons that cross the boundary of the community > click OK, as
shows in Figure 24.

Figure 24 Dialog box shows how select feature from target layer based on its location



Export the selected polygons into final layer > right click on that layer of
selected polygon on the table content > Data > Export data > create a new
layer from selected feature and default in the personal geodatabase > click
save > click OK



To estimate how much of that area flooded > right click on the on the table
content of final layer >Open attribute table > Right click in the column
shape area > statistics > read the number under the sum function to know
exactly how much area will be flooded.
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4.7 Combination of the Hazard Map with Vulnerability Map
The vulnerability indicate that specifying the risk area caused by hazard element,
which obtains to casualties of the people and their properties as well as land use [98].
In a related context, and according to Aydın and Uysal [11], who calculate the
vulnerability of the coastline of Karasu region, and according to the characteristics of
its coast that were classified into 21 points then subdivided into seven sections.;
1 – 9, 9 – 11, 12 – 13, 13 – 14, 14 – 16, 16 – 19, 19 – 21.
Aydın and Uysal found that the vulnerability of the coastline was in turn scored from
1 to 3 (with 1, 2, and 3 are representing low, medium, and high vulnerability
respectively) for each section, allowing the vulnerability to be calculated by using the
formulae 1 (section 3.5 ) and the results were given in Table 7.

Table 7 Calculation of the vulnerability values
Project/ Sections

1–9

9 – 11

11 – 13

13 – 14

14 – 16

16 – 19

19 – 21

V=(Pd+Pg+Cf)/3

1.67

2

2.33

1.67

1.67

2.33

2

Moreover, their output summarized that the coastline of the study area is sensitive with
low and medium vulnerability according to the vulnerability score that mentioned
earlier. In this study, the vulnerability values of the 7 sections that are given in table 7
were assigned to representing the vulnerability map of the Karasu coastline.
Consequently, these output result (vulnerability map) was combined with the coastal
hazard map that obtained from (section 4.6), all steps of these process, which involve
the usage of ArcMap software are as follow:
The first step is signed up the vulnerability scores through the region map (Landsat
image) by manual digitizing methods as bellow:
 Creating a new shape file (Polyline) to determine the vulnerability of the coastline
of Karasu coast.


Open Arc-Catalog through the main window of the program



Create the new folder, which will include the new shape file that obtained.
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Click right button on same folder then select New button > Shape file then
dialog box is open.


Create new name for the shape file then choice the
Polyline as feature type using drop and down menu.



Choose spatial reference, which are Projection and
Datum by selecting the folder that has data is contains
of coordinate system of the exact location already
known > browse and select Projected Coordinate
Systems > involving the geocoding in UTM >
WGS1984 > Northern Hemisphere > cartographic
projection Zone 36N - Datum D_WGS_1984 then
switched to the ArcMap data format, (WGS 1984 UTM
Zone 36N.prj) > choose Add button > then click OK in
the Spatial Reference Properties dialog box > the
choose OK in order to the Create New Shape file dialog
box.



Open the ArcMap project.



The Add the shape file into the ArcMap project, then open File > Add
Data.



Create a new single polyline


Choose the polyline layer by using Create Features
dialog.



Choose the Polyline Construction Tools bar



Find the ship of the coastline, which will used as the
layer of the vulnerability scores of Karasu coastline.



Click polyline when to start; start click when to add
every vertex that lead to digitize and segment the new
features for low and medium vulnerability coastline of
the study area as shown in the Figure 25. Then add
attribute data to a table in order to calculate the
percentage of the low and medium vulnerability
coastline that were 78% of their length regarding to
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medium vulnerability and 22% of the coastline length
regarding to low vulnerability.


Adjust the line segments spatially to make it align with
a base map layer of coastline of Landsat image > in the
end click Finish.

Figure 25 Vulnerability map of the Karasu coastline

The second step is to combine the vulnerability map with the hazard map using the
Overlay operation.
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CHAPTER 5

DESCRIPTION OF THE STUDY AREA

5.1 Study Area
The area of the provided research is based in Sakarya region of Turkey knows as the
Karasu coast located on the Black Sea [11], It geographically lies between 41 06'
05'' N and 30 41' 37'' E [99]. The most responsive land spreading along southern Black
Sea shore and is the biggest settlement of the Province, see Figure 26 [10]. Karasu
coast occupies around 40 km; 20 km to the western and eastern directions from Sakarya
River mouth where it falls into the Black Sea [11], The width of this coastal area
reaches to 1 km in some parts, The study area occupies 55.062940sq km in total [10].

Figure 26 A Location map of the studied area [100]
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5.2 Hydrogeology and Climate

Sakarya River is the largest river of the western Anatolia [10], the total length of the
Sakarya River reach to 824 km [12], and is named as the third longest river in Turkey
following the Kizilirmak and the Firat rivers [10]. The Sakarya River is a crucial source
of domestic and irrigation water demonstrating the enormous capability to generate
energy and it delivers alluvial components for farmable areas [11]. Moreover, it brings
the sand material that flows into the black sea, which interacted with the waves as well
as tides, thin transported to the shore, creating natural beach areas and sand dunes.
Karasu coastal dunes forming coasts of the Sakarya Delta, which shaped by northwest
coastal currents and it is about 100 m wide. They form three strips parallel to the
current shoreline and are located within a coastal zone of approximately 2.3 km to the
back of the mainland. The old sand dunes 36,000 years old are covered by vegetation
with density increasing towards in the mainland. However, in places of the region
vegetation and sand dunes are lacking due to the dominant of the strong northern
winds. [12].
The climate of the study area falls within the Marmara Transition type of the Humid
Black Sea Climate according to the analysis results of the recorded data gathered from
Kaynarca, Kandıra meteorology stations between 1975 and -1993. Annual average
temperature equal 13 °C, relative humidity is 74% and the total amount of rainfall is
805,1 mm [101]. The prevailing wind directions in the region are NW, SW and NE,
and the long-term wind statistics study shows that the effective wind direction is NE
[12]. In addition, Wave climate effective on the coast was considered by the long-term
wave direction has been detected NNE [100]. The Karasu coastal area is perpendicular
to the NNE direction in terms of its position and effective winds are steep to the coast
as shown in Figure 27. The shoreline extends between WNW and ENE [12].
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Figure 27 Prevailing wave directions in the coastline of Karasu region [100]

5.3 The significance of the study area

Karasu's economy is based on agriculture, animal husbandry, fishing and tourism. The
main source of income for the province is agriculture. The most profitable agricultural
product of the province is hazelnut. It is possible to see hazelnut gardens that do not
search the Eastern Black Sea Region everywhere. Annual hazelnut harvest is about
25.000-30.000 tons. In addition, agricultural products such as corn, wheat, sugar beets
and oats are grown on fertile plains of the county. Silage corn production in the
province has also increased in recent years. As an alternative to nuts, pepino fruit
cultivation project has been on the agenda in recent years. Pepino farming started in
Tuzla village and Tepetarla village. Livestock is the second source of income of the
province. Beekeeping and chicken breeding, as well as cattle and sheep breeding, are
also developing. Another important economic resource is fishing. Fish varieties such
as anchovy, barbun, shield, lupus and sea bass caught by fishing vessels attract
attention of the people in the district and surrounding provinces and constitute an
important source of income for both fishermen and restaurant owners [13].
The study area contains a topographic diversity including a beach, a lake, coastal
terraces and fills as well as hilly terrains. In such topographic view and diversity, the
most remarkable element is the Longoz or bottomland forest known as the Acarlar
Lake [101], they have become a haunt for photographers and photographers because
of the many species of plants and animals. The tourism resources of the region are not
limited to these. Maden Deresi is a unique paradise on earth where the people who
suffer from the stress of busy work life can rest and find peace [13]. In terms of
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vegetation, it is located within the Oksin province of the European Siberian
phytogeographic area. Humid forests which grew depending on the climatic conditions
have been destroyed by the increasing agricultural activities. Yet, this location is still
a humid forest area maintaining its significance even today, the lake bed is completely
unsurpassable and covered with a dense plant cover. The prevailing tree type of the
forest is the ash tree (Fraxinus oxyphlla). Other tree types constituting the higher level
of the forest are the elm (Ulmus campestris) and the alder (Alnus glutinosa) [101], In
addition, forests of beech, oak, hornbeam and poplar covering a large area of the town
are also very suitable for forestry [13]. The most valuable plant matters covered in this
research are sand lily (Pancratium maritimum). Cionura erecta, Griseb, Leymus
racemosus which significantly benefit the dunes stability, therefore it is obligatory to
preserve those plants [11]. The urbanization density reaches around 35% around the
shore of Karasu. The town of Karasu had 54434 inhabitants in 2012, 57% of which are
settled in the center, while other 43% populate towns and villages. In 2012 the number
of population rose by 5.50% in 2012 as opposed to 2007 data. Although the inhabitant
in Karasu central area saw an upwards trend by 20.06%, the population of surrounding
towns and villages dropped by 8.85%. Therefore, a significant migration increase to
the city central sites can be observed. The number of people populating coastal Karasu
coastal areas did not alter during five year period between 2007 and 2012 [11]. The
current estimated of the population of Karasu is 59.130 with population density
140.87/Km2 [102].
Karasu is a maritime transport and merchant center as well as a popular tourist
destination with the most important resorts on the Western Black Sea, making tourism
one of the primary economic income of the city [11]. The natural beauties that the
township has also create a separate economic resource. Karasu in Turkey and 20 km
in length is rarely encountered in the world with a wide and beautiful sandy beaches.
Known as the pearl of the Black Sea, Karasu is the preferred choice for domestic and
foreign tourists with its clean coastline that used as healthy and entertainment tourism,
spatially in the summer months. Forest areas rising right behind and suitable holiday
[13]. In 1996 a construction of a fishing port was started around the area of 1 km to the
east. Following the project, harbor breakwater was extended to 1.5 km. Later the
construction was modified to a harbor and finished in 2008 [10]. To prevent coastal
erosion developing in Karasu, 12 pieces of 25 meters long spurs were established
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perpendicularly to the shore in 2009. After having completed the second stage of the
project, the idea was to build 27 parallel detached breakwaters with a horizontal length
of 120 m distanced at 75 m from each other and 110 m from the coastline. So far a
total of 9 breakwaters have been established; 3 units in 2010, 4 units in 2011 and 2
units in 2012 [11]. After completion of Karasu Port, which is still under construction,
it is aimed to revitalize the Karasu economy with the construction of new shipyards in
the region that might be direct many companies to invest in Karasu [13].
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CHAPTER 6

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The outcomes of proposed methodology and its models will presented in two parts; the
first represent the land losses caused by inundation and the second defines the risk
impact on the landuse (exposure indicators that represented in next table), as well as
the comparison between the hazard map and the vulnerability of coastline, and the
discussions part are presented in detail. All these analyses are examined and shown in
graphics and numerical statistic.
Table 8 Landuse areas and their percentage coverage
Land area km2

Cover%

Total land area

56.372856

-

Vegetation

34.711199

61.57

Urban areas

12.058875

21.39

Sandy beach

6.116623

10.85

Water bodies

0.798534

1.42

Forest

2.6874

4.767

Roads

0.000225

0.003

Exposure indicator

6.1 Land Losses Mapping Caused by Inundation
The DEM displayed in Figure 28 demonstrates that low-lying land is broader in the
western shore. The areas lower than 1 m above mean sea level (MSL), which are in
danger of inundation under the minimum inundation level, are situated along the coast
Karasu city, where the flood depth at some points reaches more than 100 meters inland
to touch some residential areas and the city's road network. The inundation
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vulnerability of a specific area of coastlines to sea level increase after some time scales
from hours to centuries depends not just on the natural components of elevation,
geomorphology, historical shoreline change rate (long haul erosion/accumulation
incline), coastal slope, wave height, tidal range, and rate of sea level rises yet, in
addition, the limit of society to receive preventive and mitigation measures to oblige
to dynamic conditions [103].

Figure 28 DEM shows the low-lying land that is broader in the western shore

The major outcomes of land loss caused by inundation levels of 1 m, 2 m, and 3 m are
presented in Figure 29, which represent the hazard map of Karasu coastal zone. The
most notable changes might happen in The Sakarya River Delta and around the western
and eastern parts of this research with low-lying land and the natural coastal defenses
like dunes.
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Figure 29 Hazard map of land loss caused by inundation of 1, 2, and 3 m SLR

The minimum inundation level in a 1 m SLR scenario indicates that approximately
1.43 % or 0.789825 Km2 of the total land area would be impacted including: urban
areas, natural vegetation and agricultural lands, beaches, mouth of the river and roads.
At the middle of inundation level in a 2 m SLR scenario, there is the vast increment of
the zone that would be influenced by this rate contrasted to inundation level of 1 meter
to reach to 3.391768 Km2 or 6.16%. It impacts not only urban and coastal territories
but also expands to some low lying zones especially in the western part, covering 75
meters long from the end of the river including natural vegetation and agricultural
lands, beaches, roads, and forests. At the maximum inundation level in a 3 m SLR
scenario, 30.08 % or 16.561191 Km2 of coastal land will face a risk of inundation in
the western and eastern parts of this research area including the front exterior of Karasu
city, harbors and the tourist resorts, natural vegetation and agricultural land, beaches
and coastal dunes, woodlands, roads, rivers, and water bodies, all these losses
summarized in Table 9.
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Table 9 Land loss areas caused by inundation levels of 1 m, 2 m, and 3 m SLR

Inundation level

Area (Km2)

Percentage (%)

Inundation level 1 m SLR

0.789825

1.43 %

Inundation level 2 m SLR

3.391768

6.16%

Inundation level 3 m SLR

16.561191

30.08%

Non-inundated area

34.320156

62.33 %

Such a loss of land suggests that the populace living directly in these territories would
be dislodged despite the fact that some segments of the city ecosystem are preserved
since they can adjust to sea-level rise and move landwards. The least vulnerable to
inundation area is studies in the middle section of the research, on the grounds that the
beachfront strip is restricted and is upheld by the slight height of the local location of
the city of the residential area, which plays the role of the threshold in the face of the
flood to those rates.
6.2 Risk Mapping and Overlay Analysis
Karasu coastal zone elevation to sea level increase (SLR) was demonstrated by the
means of digital elevation model data (DEM) and Geographic Information System
(GIS) models, by given the equation (2) that represent the projected inundation level
of 1, 2, and 3 meter using ArcMap software, then Overlaying ( Intersect) the inundated
zones (Hazard map) with the relevant exposure surface dataset (Receptors) were
calculated using eight parameters which are urban areas consisting of a downtown as
a core and its outskirts, roads , forest , natural vegetation and agricultural lands, aquatic
bodies, sandy beaches, gross domestic product (GDP), and population. These
parameters are considered in the image classification using ENVI software and
resulted in the intersect operation producing risk maps for each indicator. The biggest
settlement in this land is Karasu District of the Sakarya Province. It is an imperative
summer resort city where tourism is the fundamental source of financial income with
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major resorts in the West of The Black Sea, as well as a maritime transport and trade
Centre which also provide the significant financial profit [11].
The coastal risk impacts outcomes of the study area are summarized in section
supposing no security or adjustment measures are taken. The risk maps presented in
this section show that with the projected inundation of a given magnitude and
overlaying with land use map, approximately 0.13% or 0.043621 Km2 of the natural
vegetation and agricultural land will be affected by a 1-m SLR. It will rise to 1.26% or
to 0.438256 Km2 in a 2 m SLR scenario, however, it is still relatively low in terms of
percentage and to 24.40% or to 8.470008 Km2 in a 3 m SLR scenario, as shown in
Figure 30. The barchart graph (Figure 31), show the comparison between the levels of
inundation of the natural vegetation and agricultural land 1m, 2m, and 3m SLR and
their areas and percentage.

Figure 30 Risk map of vegetation cover at inundation of 1 m, 2 m, and3 m SLR
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Figure 31 Graph shows the percentage of the vegetation cover at inundation of 1 m, 2 m, and3 m SLR

Around 0.108355 Km2 of urban areas which are equal to 0.90 % in this settlement will
be affected in 1 m SLR scenario. It will rise to 8.57% or to 1.033987 Km2 in a 2 m
SLR scenario, and by 32.37 % to 3.903863 Km2 in a 3 m SLR scenario (Figure 32).
The barchart graph (Figure 33) shows the percentage of the urban areas at inundation
levels of 1m, 2m, and 3m SLR.

Figure 32 Risk map of urban areas at inundation of 1 m, 2 m, and3 m SLR
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Figure 33 Graph shows the percentage of the urban areas at inundation of 1 m, 2 m, and3 m SLR

Hence, it is highly vulnerable to SLR and sandy beaches will go through the serious
influences even with a 1 m SLR that covers approximately 8.98 % of the total beaches
area of 0.549502 Km2. Up to 26.95 % or 1.648684 Km2 of sandy beaches in the study
area will be impacted by a 2 m SLR. It will rise to 41.79% or 2.556288 Km 2 in a 3 m
SLR scenario (Figure 34). The barchart graph (Figure 35) shows the percentage of the
sandy beaches at inundation levels of 1m, 2m, and 3m SLR.
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Figure 34 Risk map of sandy beach areas at inundation of 1 m, 2 m, and3 m SLR
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Figure 35 The percentage of the sandy beach areas at inundation of 1 m, 2 m, and3 m SLR

Water body areas are the most defenseless zones, where almost 9.10% or 0.072694
Km2 will be submerged in case of 1 m SLR. This will increase to 0.119866 Km2 for 2
m SLR scenario with 15.01%, and 0.555457 Km2 equal to 69.56% in a 3 m SLR
scenario, which looks less risky compared to the total area of waterfront (Figure 36).
The barchart graph (Figure 37) shows the percentage of the water body areas at
inundation levels of 1m, 2m, and 3m SLR. Sea level rise will affect the system of
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freshwater resources as well as ecological systems, leading to salinity intrusion and
changes in structure of ecosystems. These changes existence most problematic for
natural vegetation and agricultural land and their productivity.

Figure 36 Risk map of water body areas at inundation of 1 m, 2 m, and3 m SLR
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Figure 37 Graph shows the percentage of the water body areas at inundation of 1,2, and3 m SLR
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The spread of inundation also influences the transport system around the study area,
where almost 3.11% or 7 m2 of the roads will be flooded in a 1-m SLR scenario. It
might broaden to 45 m2 or 20.00% in a 2 m SLR scenario and to 88 m2 or 39.11% in a
3 m SLR scenario (Figure 38). The barchart graph (Figure 39) shows the percentage
of the roads areas at inundation levels of 1m, 2m, and 3m SLR.

Figure 38 Risk map of roads areas at inundation of 1 m, 2 m, and3 m SLR
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Figure 39 Graph shows the percentage of the roads areas at inundation of 1 m, 2 m, and 3 m SLR
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Thence, approximately 1.87% or 0.050221 Km2 of forests would be exposed to
inundation in a 2-m SLR scenario. It will boost to 0.735852 Km2 or 27.38% in a 3 m
SLR scenario. It’s notable that there won’t be any influence at this level in a 1 m SLR
scenario, provided that land use pattern doesn’t change in a given situation (Figure 40).
The barchart graph (Figure 41) shows the percentage of the forests areas at inundation
levels of 1m, 2m, and 3m SLR.

Figure 40 Risk map of forests areas at inundation of 1 m, 2 m, and3 m SLR
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Figure 41 Graph shows the percentage of the forests areas at inundation of 1 m, 2 m, and3 m SLR

Under the condition that a mean population density reaches 255.917 people per Km2
for 1 m, 328.196 people per Km2 for 2 m and 3m in the Karasu city. The actual
estimated population for Karasu is 391,624 for 2205. However population estimates
for such long periods can be over estimating the population value. So the population
increase after 2100 is taken as 0%. More than 202 people will suffer in a 1 m SLR
scenario. This figure can step up to 1113 people in a 2 m and 3 m SLR scenario.
Consequently, it is significantly affected by SLR, the asperity of coastal zone system
accommodating the effects of sea level rise will rely on how they are managed and
how much coastal protection will be extended to inhibit the migration. Finally, the
average GDP per capita is 14.600 USD/person in the city of Karasu [77]. And, as a
result, at least $2,951,092.810065 GDP will be lost in a 1 m SLR scenario. It will rise
to $16,252,209.000000 GDP in a 2 m and 3 m SLR scenario. The impact of SLR on
GDP is slightly higher than the impact on inhabitant. The impacts of sea level rise for
all the indicators are not unformal distributed around the area of study as shows in
Table 10.
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Table 10 SLR impacts across exposure indicators for 1, 2, and 3m for inundation levels

Exposure
indicator

Units

Minimum levels of
inundation
(1 m SLR)

Medium levels of
inundation
(2 m SLR)

Maximum levels of
inundation
(3 m SLR)

Vegetation

km2

0.043621

0.438256

8.470008

%

0.13

1.26

24.40

km2

0.108355

1.033987

3.903863

%

0.90

8.57

32.37

km2

0.549502

1.648684

2.556288

%

8.98

26.95

41.79

km2

0.072694

0.119866

0.555457

%

9.10

15.01

69.56

km2

0.00

0.050221

0.735852

%

0.00

1.87

27.38

m2

7

45

88

%

3.11

20.00

39.11

People

202.130

1113.165

1113.165

$

2,951,092.810065

16,252,209.000000

16,252,209.000000

Urban areas

Sandy beach

Water bodies

Forest

Roads

Population

GDP

6.3 Result of Combination of Vulnerability Map and Hazard Map
From the combined hazard map and vulnerability map, it is seen that 78% of the Karasu
coastline length regarding to medium vulnerability. The coastal areas behind the
medium vulnerable coastlines show more inundation levels with respect to coastal
areas behind low vulnerable coastlines. In other words, it is seen that estuarine areas
at the west and east of Karasu region have a medium vulnerability while the inland
behind the coastal zone has a low vulnerability as shows in Figure 42. These results
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can provide a primary assessment data for Karasu region to the decision makers to
enhance policies and planning of land use.

Figure 42 Combination of the hazard map with vulnerability map of Karasu coastline
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CHAPTER 7

CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATION

7.1 Conclusion

Sea Level Rise is becoming more imperative issue to coastal zones. This thesis
suggests a methodological framework for Inundation Hazard Mapping and risks
impact assessment of coastal inundation by using Geographic information system. This
research developed determinable data in relation to the effect on the major sea level
rise to the Karasu region considering three sea level rise scenarios i.e. 1 m, 2 m, and 3
m sea level rise by 2205. Taking into account uneven distribution as well as possible
threatening impact of sea-level increase, a vast area displays high vulnerability to the
primary impacts of SLR such as inundation. The study analyses the hazard of SLR up
to 3 m, which is a high but reasonable value which is likely to be realized within
upcoming two centuries if no immediate measures are taken to decrease the emission
of greenhouse gases. Nonetheless, SLR at 1 m are also taken into consideration based
on exposure evaluation and scientific journals overview for the study area.
The present research features two main objectives. The first is to select and apply
Geographic information system (GIS) analysis approach in order to expect inundation
levels as result of future Sea Level Rise phenomena in Karasu region in Turkey. It
depends on the future SLR numbers, as mentioned before, by creating different
scenarios of future events which will be assessed during every period predicted to
determine the rational range of possible situations by applying Digital Elevation Model
Data (DEM). The ‘eight-side rule’ applied as algorithms through Geographic
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Information System (GIS) using ArcMap software by using a high resolution DEM
data, generated by using eleven 1:5000 scale topographic maps issued by the National
Land Survey of Turkey. The second one is to determine the potential physical impacts
of observed changes on the coastal receptors. In addition, the vulnerability of the
coastal zone for the inundation period, land cover loss and counting of interaction for
receptor systems is shown together with hazard and risk maps.
Based on predicted loss scenario, current assessment demonstrated that the
corresponding sea level rise will lead to the crucial increase in redundancies and overall
damage, Karasu beachfront zone height to sea level ascent was outlined utilizing
computerized rise and prompted the recognizable proof of the zones that are most
powerless against immersion as sea level increases at the given rates and this is
proportionate to least and greatest losses by 2205. The DEM displayed demonstrates
that low-lying land is broader in the western shore. The areas lower than 1 m above
mean sea level (MSL), which are in danger of inundation under the minimum
inundation level, are situated along the coast Karasu city, where the flood depth at
some points reaches more than 100 meters inland to touch some residential areas and
the city's road network. The most notable changes might happen in The Sakarya River
Delta and around the western and eastern parts of this area with low-lying land and the
natural coastal defenses like dunes. The outcomes of GIS-based inundation maps
indicated 1.43 % of the total land area or 0.79 km2, 6.16% of the total area or 3.4 km2
or, and 30.08 % of the total land area or 16.6 km2 for 1 m., 2 m. and 3 m. SLR scenarios
respectively. Such a loss of land suggests that the population living in these territories
would be retreat. The least vulnerable to inundation area is studies in the middle section
of the research, on the grounds that the beachfront strip is restricted and is upheld by
the slight height of the local location of the city of the residential area, which plays the
role of the threshold in the face of the flood to those rates. Nonetheless, some parts of
Karasu city including its harbour and some important recreational beach will be
inundated.
Risk maps have shown that water bodies and beach areas have a higher risk for 1 m
scenario and for the 3 m scenario urban areas, water bodies and the beach areas have
higher risk. More than 202 people will suffer in a 1 m SLR. This figure can step up to
1113people in a 2 m and 3 m SLR. Finally, the average GDP per capita is 14.600
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USD/person in the city of Karasu. And, as a result, at least $2,951,092.810065 GDP
will be lost in a 1 m SLR scenario. It will rise to $16,252,209.000000 GDP in a 2 m
and 3 m SLR, the impact of SLR on GDP is slightly higher than the impact on
inhabitant. From the combined hazard map with vulnerability map, it is seen that
estuarine areas at the west and east of Karasu region have a medium vulnerability while
the inland behind the coastal zone has a low vulnerability. These results can provide a
primary assessment data for Karasu region to the decision makers to enhance policies
and planning of land use.
7.2 Recommendation and future work
The impacts of sea-level rise are significant and extremely threatening for Karasu
region, where most of the live necessary factors and crucial for the country ecosystem
are located. Therefore, the government should pay particular attention to this problem
and immediately work out a strategy to counterattack sea level rise effects and to rescue
the inhabitants. It’s necessary for Turkish authorities to tackle the issue of how to
contradict sea-level rise and take quick steps to address this problem without waiting
for more drastic outcomes. Thus, an immediate development and enforcing of
adaptation policies and initiatives for mitigation measures must be launched.
The prevention of the potential upcoming problem should be carefully researched and
subsidized by coastal resources. For instance, it’s essential to develop salinity tolerant
species for agriculture and fisheries industries. Another example of the prevention
measures can be a construction of shelter centers and relocation of the population
potentially affected by natural hazards. Besides, the coastal protection measures must
be implemented with adequate drainage amenities. Another study must be initiated to
discover the methods to rescue the region’s wide range of biodiversity endangered by
potential threats. Some technical and financial support is to be requested from
international experts and organizations in order to resist disastrous effects of sea level
rise in Turkey.
Unfortunately, Turkey is not self-sustaining to the whole range of issues arising from
the treat of sea-level increase. It’s important to realize the global not only domestic
aspect of this problem. The global community should reveal various responses to the
issue of SLR, including the protection of seashore, resilience construction,
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abandonment, and evacuation and conversion management. Moreover, effective
measures erosion du to wave action, vulnerability, coastal morphological alteration
must be taken. The coastal management should combine all above - mentioned
measures to develop a practical dynamic mixture of economic, social, ecological
solutions and strategies. The management of existing natural systems to support their
physical and ecological resilience should play a crucial role in minimizing the exposure
of coastal inhabitants as well as a decline in socioeconomic status and governance
modification is essential to enable seaside communities to accept and recover from the
effects of coastal natural disasters.
Initially, this analysis has particular limitations on projected sea level increase to
simple digital elevation models analysis. To begin with, the possibility of alternative
SLR scenarios are not evaluated. Each scenario is considered as given, and then the
exposure impact is appraised by applying 8 indicators for the regions. Next, because
of digital elevation model and data restrictions such as benchmarks and vertical
resolution, and the “concave up” profile of the seashore area, elevation grids can
overestimate land elevations, hence coastal areas susceptibility might be under
evaluated. Nonetheless, the models demonstrate the position of land areas affected by
sea level rise and conceivably characterize some feasible effects on the Karasu coastal
area. Apart of it, the models define a settled image based on land elevation, but cannot
reveal future shorelines. Although, land subsidence, and other natural transformations
are not acknowledged. Moreover, these models exclude future advancement or human
reaction to sea level increase such as seawalls or coastal nourishment projects. We
determine the effects of SLR using existing habitat, socio-economic conditions and
land use instead of trying to foresee their future states. On the whole, population
activity demonstrates a steep upward trend in seashore zones and therefore the effects
of SLR are expected to be more notable in these areas. This impact is opposed by some
adaptation measures that are not attempted to be forecasted in this research either.
Adaptation measures from absolutely technological (e.g., sea defenses), to managerial
(e.g., altering land-use planning, relocation), to policy (e.g., planning regulations) are
generally context, location and community-specific. Accordingly, any generalization
of the adaptive measures in the analyzed sub-set area is avoided. Finally, this research
is to be accepted as a cautious one as the storm surge augmentation is out of
consideration. Even a tiny sea level rise can dramatically enlarge the effects of storm
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surges, which happen commonly with devastating outcomes in some coastal areas.
Therefore this study suggests further studies in Karasu region to create a model of
storm surge to be an integrated coastal study about this area as one of the most
important coastal areas on the Black Sea region in Turkey.
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APPENDICES

Appendix (A)
Content of data source


Set of the Bands of Landsat 8 OLI that is include Karasu Region on 13 Apr
2017 with scale 1:5000 have used to create landuse data by using ENVI
software
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The characteristics of Landsat 8 OLI image
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Appendix (B)
Task index and software tool
1. Using OpenStreetMap data set in order to excerpt the roads of the study area.
 OpenStreetMap into ArcGIS 10.1
 In Google bar search for OpenStreetMap tools for ARCGIS

 ArcGIS Editor for OpenStreetMap over view then click download now
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 After finishing downloading, unzip the file and start install it.
 The tool now it can see connected in Arc Toolbox

 Add the OpenStreetMap to ARC view from basemap
 Locate the area of interest
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 Go to toolbox then open street map tool by double click then on peak up
download, extract and symbolize

 Upload the file in field of

extend of data download from the geodatabase
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 Then chose the place that output file to be saved and click Ok
 The output will display once finish on Arc map view
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 The next step combine the attribute data using OSM Attribute Selector from the
Toolbox double click to open it
 In input open street map feature class, upload the file then click Ok

110

 After it finish open the attribute table and export the data by selecting where the
data will be saved and click Ok.
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112

2. Accuracy Assessment of Landsat Imagery Classification
 Create random point by using random points tool in the toolbox
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 In the output location chose where the file to be saved then named the file in field
of output pint feature class

 Add the boundary of the interest area in constricting feature class
 Peak up long and write down the number of random point that need to be
generate then click Ok.
 The result of the output will display after the possess finish on the Arc map view.
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 By using extract values to the points in toolbox
 In the field of input point features upload the random point file
 Add the classified data in input raster
 Select the place to save the results in the field of output point features then click
Ok.
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 After getting the result of extract values to the points add x y coordinates to it by
using add X Y coordinate in the toolbox.
 Upload the file in the input features field then click Ok.

 The next step open the attribute table of the output file then go to table option on
the attribute table and add filed , name it select the type and click Ok.
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117

 On the bar tool of Arc map start editing tool then select the file.
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 Using select by attributes feature from attribute table option then in the dialog of
the feature select the interest field and write the class number that need to be
select and click ok the result of select class will only display.
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 After that export the result of the selected of all classes and save it.
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 Convert the file to KML that can be open on google earth by using tool of layer
to KML in toolbox.

 On the layer field upload the file then select where to be saved and click Ok.
 On the google earth open the KML file then start named the point based on the
place the located visually from google earth.
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 After all points named start to calculate the accurse assessment of the classified
map using the named point from google earth.
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